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The Failed Superiority Experiment

Christine P. Bartholomew*

Federal law requires a class action be “superior to alternative methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy.” This superiority requirement has gone unstudied, despite existing for half a century. This Article undertakes a comprehensive review of the superiority case law. It reveals a jurisprudence riddled with inconsistency as courts adopt diametrically opposed interpretations of the requirement. Originally crafted to encourage predictable, consistent class action decisions, superiority has mutated over the years into a dangerous wild card—subjectively used to stymie aggregate litigation. The solution is not adding a new requirement to the already onerous rules for class certification. Instead, judges should rely on existing yet currently underutilized case management tools and abandon the failed superiority experiment.
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INTRODUCTION

Class actions are under attack. Once lauded as powerful mechanisms to deter predatory business behavior and supplement regulatory enforcement, they are now targets for tort reformers and conservative jurists. From the 2005 Class Action Fairness Act to a string of recent Supreme Court decisions, the trend is towards increasingly restrictive interpretations of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3), the rule governing class certification of monetary claims. The legal academy has already addressed many of these key assaults. Yet one has gone virtually unnoticed. Unprincipled interpretations of Rule 23(b)(3)’s superiority requirement are an existential threat to the class action regulatory scheme.

Under the superiority requirement, courts can only certify a class when it is “superior to alternative forms of adjudication.” Congress adopted superiority to ensure the controlled growth of class


4. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3).


6. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3).
actions through "case-by-case experimentation." Now fifty years later, judges are reaching diametrically opposed, irreconcilable interpretations of superiority even in analogous cases.\textsuperscript{7}

Two recent false advertising actions in different circuits illustrate the problem.\textsuperscript{8} Both involve nationwide classes. Both concern dietary supplements. Both share the same legal theories. Both cover purchasers unlikely to have kept receipts or other evidence of purchase. Despite these similarities, the circuits splinter on superiority.\textsuperscript{9} The Seventh Circuit granted class certification;\textsuperscript{10} the Eleventh Circuit denied it.\textsuperscript{11}

These are not isolated examples.\textsuperscript{12} Rather than consistently applying the requirement, courts infuse superiority with a conflicting assortment of factors, stripping away any cohesive screening function.\textsuperscript{13} For example, some courts require plaintiffs to establish multiple factors, while others weigh them.\textsuperscript{14} Some courts only consider judicial alternatives, while others consider administrative and legislative

\textsuperscript{9} Mullins v. Direct Digital, LLC, 795 F.3d 654, 658 (7th Cir. 2015); Karhu v. Vital Pharms., Inc., 621 F. App’x 945, 947 (11th Cir. 2015).
\textsuperscript{10} Compare Mullins, 795 F.3d at 658 (affirming certification and finding superiority), with Karhu, 621 F. App’x at 947 (affirming denial of certification in part because of lack of superiority).
\textsuperscript{11} Mullins, 795 F.3d at 658.
\textsuperscript{12} Karhu, 621 F. App’x at 947.
\textsuperscript{15} Amchem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 619 (1997).
options. Still other courts decide superiority based on the individual amount at issue, while others focus on the wealth of the plaintiffs.

Additionally troubling are the judicial interpretations of superiority that foreclose class actions for small sum cases. These cases are essential for private enforcement of consumer protection laws, ranging from the Sherman Act, to Truth in Lending, to consumer product defect and mislabeling claims. Yet as a practical matter, few litigants have the financial wherewithal to bring individual suits, and often such cases are not worth the cost it takes to bring them.

Given that significant and pervasive problems stem, in part, from Congress's mandate of "case-by-case experimentation," this Article argues the superiority experiment failed. Part I starts with the origin of superiority. Then, relying on over three hundred federal decisions, it summarizes the judicial inconsistency applying the requirement. Part II explores why this disagreement exists. It explains how courts' unfettered discretion allows them to define superiority by selecting from three conflicting policy goals—resulting in radically divergent interpretations. Part III proposes to cure the inferiority of superiority by eliminating the requirement.

I. SUPERIORITY: ORIGIN AND CHAOS

The superiority requirement was enacted as part of Congress's attempt to clarify and create more predictable class action decisions. The original 1933 version of Rule 23 "mean[t] different things to


17. Smith v. Texaco, Inc., 263 F.3d 394, 416 (5th Cir. 2001), withdrawn, 281 F.3d 477 (5th Cir. 2002).


19. Mullins v. Direct Digital, LLC, 795 F.3d 654, 658 (7th Cir. 2015) ("[H]eightened ascertainability ... gives one factor in the balance absolute priority, with the effect of barring class actions where class treatment is often most needed: in cases involving relatively low-cost goods or services . . . .").


21. Statement on Behalf of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules 7 (1965) [hereinafter Statement].

22. See Completion Notes, supra note 7.
different persons.” In 1966, the Rule 23 Subcommittee, a division of the Civil Rules Committee, sought to remedy this uncertainty. The Committee saw an “insistent demand and need” for class actions, recognizing that without such mechanisms “access to the courts may be put out of reach for those whose individual stakes are low or who by reason of poverty or ignorance will not go it alone.” The Rule 23 amendments were enacted in response to this demand, outlining the criteria making a claim eligible for class certification; however, rather than clarifying, superiority has confused the certification inquiry. This Part details how. It first identifies deficiencies with the requirement’s statutory language and legislative history then shows how they fuel judicial dissonance.

A. The Superiority Requirement

The 1966 Amendment created Rule 23(a), a set of prerequisites for all class actions. Once met, the class must satisfy one of three distinct categories set out in Rule 23(b). A (b)(3) class, the most common category for certification and the only one at issue in this Article, permits monetary damages. Rule 23(b)(3) has only two requirements: predominance and superiority. Predominance means “the questions of law or fact common to class members predominate over any questions affecting only individual members.” This is the primary battleground for certification decisions. Consequently, and perhaps not surprisingly,
scholars\textsuperscript{30} and the Supreme Court\textsuperscript{31} have actively shaped the contours of the predominance requirement. Additionally, every circuit court has weighed in to clarify predominance.\textsuperscript{32}

Superiority is the oft-overlooked sibling of predominance. For superiority, the court must find "that a class action is superior to other available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy."\textsuperscript{33} Like predominance, this requirement is reviewed solely for abuses of discretion.\textsuperscript{34} However, unlike predominance, little scholarship comprehensively discusses superiority,\textsuperscript{35} and Supreme Court guidance is scant. While the Roberts Court has actively reviewed class actions, those decisions address issues other than superiority.\textsuperscript{36}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{32} See, e.g., \textit{In re Nexium Antitrust Litig.}, 777 F.3d 9, 18 (1st Cir. 2015); EQT Prod. Co. v. Adair, 764 F.3d 347, 366 (4th Cir. 2014); \textit{In re Johnson}, 760 F.3d 66, 74 (D.C. Cir. 2014); Abdullah v. U.S. Sec. Assoc., Inc., 731 F.3d 952, 963-64 (9th Cir. 2013); Halvorson v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co., 718 F.3d 773, 778 (8th Cir. 2013); Messner v. Northshore Univ. HealthSystem, 669 F.3d 802, 814 (7th Cir. 2012); Williams v. Mohawk Indus., Inc., 568 F.3d 1350, 1357 (11th Cir. 2009); \textit{In re Hydrogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig.}, 552 F.3d 305, 310 (3d Cir. 2008); Gene & Gene LLC v. BioPay LLC, 541 F.3d 318, 326 (5th Cir. 2008); \textit{In re Scrap Metal Antitrust Litig.}, 527 F.3d 517, 535 (6th Cir. 2008); McLaughlin v. Am. Tobacco Co., 522 F.3d 215, 222 (2d Cir. 2008); Monreal v. Potter, 367 F.3d 1224, 1237 (10th Cir. 2004).
\item \textsuperscript{33} See FED. R. CT. P. 23(b)(3).
\item \textsuperscript{34} See, e.g., \textit{In re Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. Sales Practice Litig. Agent Actions}, 148 F.3d 283, 316 (3d Cir. 1998); Muzuco v. ReSubmitIt, LLC, 297 F.R.D. 504, 521 (S.D. Fla. 2013).
\item \textsuperscript{35} To date, class action scholars have focused narrowly on isolated superiority questions. See, e.g., Michael P. Murtagh, \textit{The Rule 23(b)(3) Superiority Requirement and Transnational Class Actions: Excluding Foreign Class Members in Favor of European Remedies}, 34 HASTINGS INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 1, 2 (2011) (focusing narrowly on transnational class actions); Andrea Joy Parker, \textit{Dare to Compare: Determining What "Other Available Methods" Can Be Considered Under Federal Rule 23(b)(3)'s Superiority Requirement}, 44 GA. L. REV. 581, 583 (2010) (addressing superiority's alternative methods of adjudication language); Jon Romberg, \textit{Half a Loaf Is Predominant and Superior to None: Class Certification of Particular Issues Under Rule 23(c)(4)(a)}, 2002 UTAH L. REV. 249, 250 (discussing how the superiority analysis applies in more rare issue, not damages, class actions). This Article is the first to undertake a comprehensive analysis of judicial interpretations for each of the five aspects of the superiority requirement.
\item \textsuperscript{36} See, e.g., Campbell-Ewald Co v. Gomez, 136 S. Ct. 663, 666 (2016) (discussing effect of class action settlement); \textit{Amgen Inc.}, 133 S. Ct. at 1188 (predominance); AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 563 U.S. 333, 365 (2011) (class action arbitration waivers); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc v. Dukes, 564 U.S. 338, 360 (2011) ((b)(2) classes). The only recent mention of superiority was in dicta. See \textit{Dukes}, 564 U.S. at 363 (noting cryptically that in monetary class actions superiority is not "self evident" with respect to each class member's individualized claim for money).
\end{itemize}
Rule 23(b)(3) does not define superiority. Instead, courts consider five factors. The first, "alternative methods," considers "other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy." The remaining four are from Rule 23(b)(3)(A)-(D): (b)(3)(A) the individuals' interests, (B) pending litigation, (C) forum, and (D) manageability. This Section provides a rough primer, showing how each factor generates more questions.

Superiority decisions frequently begin with the "alternative methods" analysis. The text of the statute and Committee Notes support comparing a class action to individual methods of "adjudicating the controversy." Nonetheless, some courts consider non-litigation alternatives. Further, neither the rule nor legislative history explains how superior a class action must be to available alternatives.

The four enumerated factors trigger more conflict. For "individuals' interests," courts consider "the class members' interests in individually controlling the prosecution or defense of separate actions." While acknowledging such interests are minimal in cases involving "small" amounts of recovery, the Comments direct courts to consider individuals' interests in "carrying [their own litigation] on as they see fit." The Comments offer no further guidance on what constitutes a "small amount" or the tipping point for when such interests preclude certification. They then blur the distinction between predominance and the individuals' interest analysis, noting these interests may be "theoretical rather than practical" in cases with "a high degree of cohesion." Hence, what types of individuals' interests should be considered—separate and apart from predominance—are
unclear. In application, courts consider a range of differing interests, from the amount in controversy to the wealth of individual class members.

The pending litigation factor’s focus is two-fold and considers: (1) the “extent” of pending litigation and (2) the “nature” of such litigation. For extent, the Comments state, “[T]he court should inform itself of any litigation actually pending by or against the individuals,” but do not explain how that information affects certification. Similarly, for nature the Comments solely note: “Also pertinent is the question of the desirability of concentrating the trial of the claims in the particular forum by means of a class action, in contrast to allowing the claims to be litigated separately in forums to which they would ordinarily be brought.”

Rule 23(b)(3)(C) switches the focus from pending litigation to the appropriate forum. Courts consider “the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the particular forum,” This forum factor invites a comparative analysis between the advantages of the pending forum and other courts where individual claims could be brought. The purpose of this factor and the degree of comparative advantage needed is unstated.

The last factor in Rule 23(b)(3) is manageability, whereby courts consider “the difficulties likely to be encountered in the management of a class action.” This is the only aspect of superiority the Supreme Court has addressed—though giving the topic short shrift. In Amchem v. Windsor, the Court held that a settlement class need not satisfy manageability, though the Court never addressed the other superiority factors. Even for manageability, though, Amchem leaves many unanswered questions. There are frequently “likely difficulties in managing a class action,” begging the question at what point do such difficulties tip the scale towards denying an otherwise viable class

---

45. For example, the Committee Notes cite an essay by Professor Chafee. The relevant pages discuss the challenges individualized issues pose to aggregate litigation—issues squarely relevant to predominance. ZECHARIAH CHAFEE JR., SOME PROBLEMS OF EQUITY 274 (1950).

46. Id.
47. Comment to FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3).
48. Id.
49. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3)(C).
50. Id.
51. See id.
52. Id. at (b)(3)(D).
54. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3)(D).
claim? Further, which difficulties count? Should choice of law issues matter? What about the potential disproportionality of damages to harm or the challenges identifying potential class members (what some courts call ascertainability)?

This general background only unmasks a fraction of the problems with defining superiority. The next Section delves more deeply into jurisprudence, exploring the judicial strife in answering the questions left by the superiority requirement’s text and legislative history.

B. The Sordid Superiority Landscape

After enactment, the Subcommittee imposed a thirty-year moratorium on revising class action rules. During that period, courts were left to sort out superiority. As detailed below, it was not long before they adopted different, often inconsistent, positions. These disagreements transcend simple factor-by-factor, temporal, or geographic groupings. Instead, a cleaner approach is to group the jurisprudence as splits regarding: (1) financial considerations, (2) litigation options, and (3) judicial economy.

1. Money and Superiority

With money comes disagreement. As courts decide superiority, financial considerations generate the first area of judicial dissonance. Primarily, judges wrestle with the potential recovery by individuals and total payouts by defendants. Though not expressly mentioned in the requirement, judges import these issues into both individuals’ interests under Rule 23(b)(3)(A) and manageability under Rule 23(B)(3)(D).

To begin, courts differ on whether the amount at stake should decide the individuals’ interests factor. For some courts, individual financial gain is irrelevant: “the mere fact that claims could be asserted

55. Id.
56. See infra Part I.B.2.
independently is not a reason to defeat class certification.” These
courts focus on collective action gains—such as avoiding disparate
results and sharing litigation costs. These gains outweigh individuals’
interests, particularly given opt-out procedures. Other courts consider the amount at stake. These courts
repeatedly acknowledge that small individual claims support
certification but reach sharply opposing conclusions about what
counts as “small.” Some courts hold thousands of dollars in individual
gross recovery are still best handled through class actions. The
question there shifts from whether the amount at issue is small to
whether it is “not large.” These courts presume certification promotes
an individual’s interests and require some affirmative showing to the
contrary to deny certification on superiority grounds. For other courts,


device of a Rule 23(b)(3) class action was designed not solely as a means for assuring legal
assistance in the vindication of small claims but, rather, to achieve the economics of time, effort,
and expense.”); see also Hornandoz v. Motor Vessel Skyward, 61 F.R.D. 558 (S.D. Fla. 1973), aff’d
without opinion, 507 F.2d 1278 (5th Cir. 1975); Buford v. Am. Fin. Co., 333 F. Supp. 1243, 1250

61. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(c)(2)(A).

62. Wolin v. Jaguar Land Rover N. Am., LLC, 617 F.3d 1168, 1175 (9th Cir. 2010); Pastor v.
State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 487 F.3d 1042, 1047 (7th Cir. 2007); Herkert v. MRC Receivables
Corp., 254 F.R.D. 344, 353 (N.D. Ill. 2008) (“The policy at the very core of the class action
mechanism is to overcome the problem that small recoveries do not provide the incentive for any
individual to bring a solo action prospecting his or her rights.” (internal citation omitted)); see also
desire of individual class members to control their own suits carries little weight in class actions
involving small amounts of money.”).

63. Class actions involving statutory caps are similarly split. Compare, e.g., Jones v. CBE
Grp., Inc., 215 F.R.D. 558, 570 (D. Minn. 2003) (lacking superiority because of the de minimis
amount involved), with, e.g., Warcholak v. Med. Collection Sys., Inc., 241 F.R.D. 291, 295–96 (N.D.
Ill. 2006) (finding superiority despite a damages cap that meant de minimis individual recovery).

64. See, e.g., Kohen v. Pac. Inv. Mgmt. Co. LLC, 244 F.R.D. 469, 480–81 (N.D. Ill. 2007), aff’d,
571 F.3d 672 (7th Cir. 2009) (granting certification of a class where class representatives had
claims worth millions); Sterling v. Velsicol Chem. Corp., 855 F.2d 1188, 1196 (6th Cir. 1988)
(certifying action involving six-figure and million dollar recoveries); In re Prudential Ins. Co. of
dollars in individual damages).

65. “Not large” individual damage amounts support superiority. See, e.g., Zinser v. Accufix
Research Inst., Inc., 253 F.3d 1180, 1190 (9th Cir. 2001); In re N. Dist. of Cal., Dalkon Shield IUD
Prods. Liab. Litig., 693 F.2d 847, 856 (9th Cir. 1982) (abrogated on other grounds by Valentino v.
Carter-Wallace, Inc., 97 F.3d 1227 (9th Cir. 1996)).

1206490, at *5 (D. Me. Mar. 17, 2015) (finding superiority satisfied because class members have
not indicated “an interest in bringing separate actions”).
only net-zero cases—where the cost of individual litigation exceeds the potential recovery—justify certification.67

Courts further splinter on the individuals’ interests factor in claims involving mixed financial stakes. If a few class members’ potential recoveries are large—even if the majority of the class’s individual recoveries would be net-zero—some courts deny superiority. For example, in Walter v. Hughes, the Northern District of California denied certification for a class that alleged an Internet provider misrepresented download speeds.68 In finding a lack of superiority, the court summarily concluded that while, “it is true that the settlement contemplates awards of $5 and $40 to class members . . ., the named Plaintiffs seek $5,000, a considerably higher amount [suggesting] the class’s claims may be large enough to justify individual actions.”69

Other courts take a contrary position on the individuals’ interest factor. For example, the Southern District of New York found superiority in a putative class action where some but not all class members’ recoveries would be significant.70 The court explained, “[Plaintiff] has demonstrated that the small-size investments of some members of the Proposed Class would make individualized lawsuits impracticable for those investors.”71

Whether to consider class members’ personal wealth further divides courts. Some presume interest in individual suit when class members could potentially afford litigation.72 Other courts reject class members’ wealth as irrelevant. As one court explains, “Rule 23 has no restriction on wealth.”73 Consequently, the individuals’ interests factor leads to contrary superiority findings, even in analogous cases.74

67. Smith v. Texaco, Inc., 263 F.3d 394, 416 (5th Cir. 2001) (finding the absence of a negative value suit “a significant detractor from the superiority of the class action device”), withdrawn, 281 F.3d 477 (5th Cir. 2002). Other courts take an even more extreme stance. For example, in Berther v. TSYS Total Debt Management, the Eastern District of Wisconsin found a lack of superiority in a case involving a mere $1,000 recovery per class member. No. 06-C-293, 2007 WL 1795472, at *2 (E.D. Wis. June 19, 2007) (“The court finds no reason to conclude that a maximum of $1,000 would be insufficient to motivate an individual plaintiff to pursue private litigation.”).


69. Id.


71. See id.


74. Compare In re Cement & Concrete Antitrust Litig., 27 Fed. R. Serv. 2d (Callaghan) 1334, *3 (D. Ariz. 1979) (finding superiority in part because the price-fixing claim would benefit the
Different takes on potential financial recovery also cloud the manageability analysis under Rule 23(b)(3)(D). Shifting from class members’ recovery to the defendant’s potential payout, some courts use manageability to weigh the proportionality of statutory damages against the actual harm suffered. Though neither the legislative history nor the text of the rule supports this analysis, it often arises in consumer protection cases involving statutory damages, such as the Truth in Lending Act’s one hundred dollar fine per violation. In a class action, the per-person fine would be aggregated across the class up to a cap. Given the large potential exposure, some courts use superiority to screen out such claims. For example, in Ratner v. Chemical Bank of New York Trust Co., the Southern District of New York denied class certification. It was undisputed the defendant in the case violated statutory law by failing to disclose the annual percentage rate on outstanding credit card account balances for approximately 130,000 clients. Regardless, the court held a class action was not superior to individual lawsuits because of the large exposure the defendant faced for its admitted wrongdoing.

In contrast, other courts reject proportionality arguments as outside the manageability evaluation. They view Rule 23 simply as a procedural device, one that does not alter congressional intent. These
courts reason that if Congress wanted to prohibit class actions, it would have either articulated such a prohibition in the statute or capped aggregate claims.\textsuperscript{82}

This discord over financial considerations means superiority depends on the judge. This inconsistency grows over questions of litigant choice.

2. Litigation Options and Superiority

Superiority jurisprudence is further divided on how much to preserve diverse redress options for absent class members. Representative litigation necessarily compromises an individual's ability to control the adjudication of his legal rights.\textsuperscript{83} Neither the history nor the text of superiority offers guidance on weighing a theoretical interest in control against the benefits of collective suit.\textsuperscript{84} Struggles to find this balance splinter superiority's manageability and alternative methods analyses.

To begin, judicial concerns about adjudicating individuals' legal rights without their affirmative assent complicate the manageability factor. Some courts impose an "ascertainability" requirement onto manageability, though the term itself does not appear in Rule 23(b)(3)(D).\textsuperscript{85} Ascertainability's meaning radically varies, with judges adopting contrary positions regarding what this assessment covers\textsuperscript{86} to nullify that effect and reduce the aggregate damage award. . . . At this point in this case, however, these concerns remain hypothetical.\textsuperscript{87}).


\textsuperscript{83.} See, e.g., Samuel Issacharoff & Richard A. Nagareda, Class Settlements Under Attack, 156 U. PA. L. REV. 1649, 1654 (2008) (discussing autonomy issues in class actions). But see Joshua P. Davis et al., The Puzzle of Class Actions with Uninjured Members, 82 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 858, 870 (2014) (discussing how class actions promote autonomy by "putting in place the result that class members would be apt to choose").

\textsuperscript{84.} FED. R. CIV. P. 23 advisory committee's note to 1966 amendment (stating courts would "consider the interests of individual members of the class in controlling their own litigations and carrying them on as they see fit"); see also Benjamin Kaplan, Continuing Work of the Civil Committee: 1966 Amendments of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (I), 81 HARV. L. REV. 356, 391 (1967) ("will and ability to take care of himself").

\textsuperscript{85.} See Erin L. Geller, The Fail-Safe Class as an Independent Bar to Class Certification, 81 FORDHAM L. REV. 2769, 2778 (2013) (discussing this implicit requirement).

and how ascertainable class members need to be.\textsuperscript{87} Ascertaintability has assumed three meanings: (1) identifying class members "using objective criteria; (2) capturing all members necessary to resolve the action in a single proceeding; and (3) describing the main claims and defenses that apply to the class."\textsuperscript{88} However, proof of class membership may be difficult to come by. Consumer cases are common examples, as class members may not retain proof of purchase, such as receipts.

Despite this difficulty, many courts treat administrative problems identifying class members as insurmountable,\textsuperscript{89} while others grant certification. Preserving class members' potential options is less important to these latter courts. They either reject the ascertainability requirement or reframe the inquiry slightly: so long as the class definition is sufficiently clear to identify affected individuals, a class is ascertainable.\textsuperscript{90} According to these courts, a contrary interpretation would mean "there would be no such thing as a consumer class action."\textsuperscript{91}

\textsuperscript{87} Ascertaintability concerns first appeared in the 1980s. Simer v. Rios, 661 F.2d 655, 670 (7th Cir. 1981); see also Daniel Luks, \textit{Ascertaintability in the Third Circuit: Name That Class Member}, 82 FORDHAM L. REV. 2359, 2388–93 (2014) (discussing the policy considerations behind this split).

\textsuperscript{88} Haas, supra note 86, at 804.

\textsuperscript{89} See, e.g., Stewart v. Beam Glob. Spirits & Wine, Inc., No. 11-5149 (NLH/KMW), 2014 WL 2920806, at *7 (D.N.J. June 27, 2014) (noting, in a suit alleging deceptive marking claims against the producers of Skinnygirl Margarita mix, that putative class members would almost certainly be incapable of recalling the details of every purchase, the price of purchases, or frequencies of purchases without relying on speculation); Carrora v. Bayer Corp., 727 F.3d 300, 307 (3d Cir. 2013) (noting that conducting "mini-trials" to ensure that every class member purchased WeightSmart dietary supplement would not be "administratively feasible"); Weiner v. Snapple Beverage Corp., No. 07 Civ. 8742(DLC), 2010 WL 3119452, at *13 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 5, 2010) ("Plaintiffs suggest that after certification, the Court could require that '[c]lass members produce a receipt, offer a product label, or even sign a declaration to confirm that the individual had purchased' a Snapple beverage within the class period. This suggestion, to say the least, is unrealistic."); see also Marcus v. BMW of N. Am., LLC, 687 F.3d 583, 593 (3d Cir. 2012) (explaining the ascertainability requirement eliminates serious administrative burdens by "insisting on the easy identification of class members").

\textsuperscript{90} See, e.g., McCray v. Elations Co., No. EDCV 13-00242 JGB (OPx), 2014 WL 1779243, at *8 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 13, 2014) ("[I]t is enough that the class definition describes a 'set of common characteristics sufficient to allow' a prospective plaintiff 'to identify himself or herself as having a right to recover based on the description.' "); Astiana v. Kashi Co., 291 F.R.D. 493, 500 (S.D. Cal. 2013) (noting that it would be an insurmountable hurdle to consumer class action if class actions could be defeated at the class certification stage simply because membership is difficult to ascertain); see also Kinder v. Dearborn Fed. Sav. Bank, No. 10-12570, 2011 WL 6371184, at *4 (E.D. Mich. Dec. 20, 2011) ("Due process does not . . . require actual notice to each party . . . .")

Similarly, potential redress options also muddle analyses of "available methods for . . . adjudicating the controversy."\textsuperscript{92} Whether alternative methods include arbitration or other private compensation schemes depends on the judge.\textsuperscript{93} Courts that see these alternatives as superior prefer individualized decisionmaking,\textsuperscript{94} even when such alternatives provide lesser relief than a class claim. For example, in a recent putative class action against Ford for a defective torque converter, the District Court of Minnesota denied superiority, instead finding Ford's voluntary refund program sufficient.\textsuperscript{95} The court openly acknowledged "that certain class members will not be fully reimbursed through the recall" as some class members paid for a full transmission, but the refund only covered the cost of a converter.\textsuperscript{96}

At the same time, other courts treat refund programs and other private compensation schemes as outside the superiority analysis.\textsuperscript{97} These courts strictly abide by the "adjudicative" language in the statute\textsuperscript{98} and recognize that the existence of other options does not trump private rights of action.\textsuperscript{99}

\textsuperscript{92} FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3).
\textsuperscript{93} Compare In re ConAgra Peanut Butter Prods. Liab. Litig., 251 F.R.D. 689, 699–701 (N.D. Ga. 2008) (finding refund for contaminated peanut butter a superior form of resolution), with Turner v. Murphy Oil USA, Inc., 234 F.R.D. 597, 610 (E.D. La. 2006) ("The analysis is whether the class action format is superior to other methods of adjudication, not whether a class action is superior to an out-of-court, private settlement program.").
\textsuperscript{94} See, e.g., ConAgra, 251 F.R.D. at 699–700; In re Phenylpropanolamine (PPA) Prods. Liab. Litig., 214 F.R.D. 614, 621–22 (W.D. Wash. 2003) ("To this day, defendants maintain refund and product replacement programs for individuals . . . . It makes little sense to certify a class where a class mechanism is unnecessary to afford the class members redress.").
\textsuperscript{96} Id.
\textsuperscript{97} As one court explains, such programs require comparing the gains of a class action to such private options—a kind of "abstract economic choice analysis" precluded by the text of the rule and supporting legislative history. In re Hannaford Bros. Co. Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 293 F.R.D. 21, 34–35 (D. Mo. 2013). To those courts, a contrary interpretation undermines the collective gains of classwide resolution. See, e.g., In re Oil Spill by Oil Rig Deepwater Horizon, 910 F. Supp. 2d 891, 920 (E.D. La. 2012), aff'd sub nom. In re Deepwater Horizon, 739 F.3d 790 (5th Cir. 2014) (rejecting the relevance of a private settlement fund, as it would "bar the possibility of any class-wide settlement"). For more on the problems with voluntary refunds, see generally Anita Bernstein, Voluntary Recalls, 2013 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 359, 390–96.
\textsuperscript{98} See Parker, supra note 35, at 599–600 (discussing how a textual reading supports focusing solely on adjudicative alternatives).
\textsuperscript{99} See, e.g., White v. E-Loan, Inc., No. C 05-02080 SI, 2006 WL 2411420, at *9 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 18, 2006) (rejecting the argument that FTC enforcement would be superior to the putative class action); see also Amalgamated Workers Union v. Hess Oil V.I. Corp., 478 F.2d 540, 543 (3d
Thus, similar to financial concerns, how much to protect litigants' options clouds superiority. Instead of systematic, predictable interpretations, courts draw contrary conclusions based on judicial preference.

3. Judicial Economy and Superiority

A third divide in superiority jurisprudence forms around defining judicial economy, namely when certifying a class action achieves "economies of time, effort, and expense, and promote[s], uniformity of decision . . . without . . . bringing about other undesirable results." Broadly construed, concerns about judicial economy threaten to preclude any class action, given such cases inherently use significant judicial resources. Delineating when to expend such resources impacts both the manageability and the pending litigation factors.

First, as previously discussed, the manageability factor directs courts to consider "the likely difficulties in managing a class action." Courts inconsistently calibrate the amount of difficulty they are willing to tolerate. As Allan Erbsen notes, "Absent some principled guidance for determining whether a management device is substantively acceptable—which Rule 23 currently does not provide—analysis of manageability is as likely to create problems as it is to prevent them."

For example, courts differ greatly on choice of law challenges. In cases with class members from multiple states, courts must identify the governing law. While the predominance requirement addresses
choice of law, some courts revisit it under manageability. For some, claims involving the laws of multiple states automatically make a class unmanageable.\textsuperscript{106} Other courts recognize class actions are necessarily challenging, so manageability “will rarely, if ever, be in itself sufficient to prevent certification of a class.”\textsuperscript{107} These courts use case management tools (subclassing, phased trials, bifurcation, or statistical sampling) or adopt choice of law approaches that minimize manageability concerns (such as an “interest analysis” or applying the law of the defendant’s home state).\textsuperscript{108} Often this broader definition of manageability is a


\textsuperscript{107} See, e.g., \textit{In re Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., Tires Prods. Liab. Litig.}, 288 F.3d 1012, 1018 (7th Cir. 2002) (“Because those claims must be adjudicated under the law of so many jurisdictions, a single nationwide class is not manageable.”); Szabo \textit{v. Bridgeport Machs., Inc.}, 249 F.3d 672, 674 (7th Cir. 2001) (discussing how a nationwide case presents manageability concerns); Liochov \textit{v. CSX Transp., Inc.}, 218 F.R.D. 564, 574 (N.D. Ohio 2003) (noting application of six states’ laws “would make it burdensome to instruct a jury on the legal standards for plaintiffs’ claims”); see also Jonnec E. Pfander, \textit{The Substance and Procedure of Class Action Reform}, 93 ILL. B.J. 144 (2005) (suggesting the prospect of differing state substantive law “often persuades federal judges to reject nationwide class treatment as unwieldy”).

\textsuperscript{108} Klay \textit{v. Humana, Inc.}, 382 F.3d 1241, 1272 (11th Cir. 2004); see also \textit{In re Visa Check/MasterMoney Antitrust Litig.}, 280 F.3d 124, 140 (2d Cir. 2001) (noting “failure to certify an action under Rule 23(h)(1) on the sole ground that it would be unmanageable is disfavored”); Glen \textit{v. Fairway Indep. Mortg. Corp.}, 265 F.R.D. 474, 482 (E.D. Mo. 2010) (stating that “dismissal for management reasons is never favored” because class actions are meant “to permit plaintiffs with small claims and little money to pursue a claim otherwise unavailable.”) (quotings \textit{In re Workers’ Comp.}, 130 F.R.D. 99, 110 (D. Minn. 1990)); DeLoach \textit{v. Philip Morris Cos.}, 206 F.R.D. 551, 567 (M.D.N.C. 2002) (“Though any case of such magnitude certainly poses problems of manageability . . . . dismissal for management reasons, in view of the public interest involved in class actions, should be the exception rather than the rule.”) (internal citations and quotations omitted).

comparative one.\textsuperscript{109} As the Eleventh Circuit states, "[W]e are not assessing whether this class action will create significant management problems, but instead determining whether it will create relatively more management problems than any of the alternatives."\textsuperscript{110}

Depending on the approach, the outcome of certification differs greatly. Take, for example, two notably similar antitrust cases, one in Tennessee and one in Florida.\textsuperscript{111} Both involved state antitrust law claims. Both involved allegations of unlawful interference with the entry of a generic drug. Both were brought by indirect purchasers with multistate claims. In the Tennessee case, the court denied certification, holding a nationwide case would require application of the law of multiple states, thus "render[ing] this class simply unmanageable."\textsuperscript{112} In the Florida case, though, the court granted certification, noting the variation "does not pose a manageability problem because the applicable substantive laws are virtually identical in their required elements."\textsuperscript{113}

Different line-drawing regarding judicial economy also plagues the pending litigation factor.\textsuperscript{114} While some courts only consider pending class actions that have not been consolidated,\textsuperscript{115} others adopt a more granular approach, analyzing the status of the pending litigation. In these courts, only advanced litigation or those that adversely affect the pending case are relevant.\textsuperscript{116} In direct conflict, other courts require

\textsuperscript{109} See, e.g., 2 ALBA CONTE & HERBERT B. NEWBERG, NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS § 4.32, at 279 (4th ed. 2014) ("Rule 23(b)(3) permits a class denial for lack of superiority only when other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy actual exist.").

\textsuperscript{110} Klay, 382 F.3d at 1273.


\textsuperscript{112} See Metaxalone, 299 F.R.D. at 588.

\textsuperscript{113} Terazosin, 220 F.R.D. at 700 n.45.

\textsuperscript{114} See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3)(B) (requiring judges to make certification determinations on "the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the controversy already begun by or against class members").

\textsuperscript{115} See Williams v. Lane, 96 F.R.D. 383, 385 (N.D. Ill. 1982). One court has gone further to only consider cases involving the same parties. Rosales v. El Rancho Farms, No. 1:09 cv 00707 AWI-JLT, 2012 WL 3763955, at *8 (E.D. Cal. Aug. 29, 2012) ("Though there are related actions pending, the parties have not identified any other actions involving the parties in this case.").

\textsuperscript{116} See, e.g., Lopez v. Orlor, Inc., 176 F.R.D. 35, 41 (D. Conn. 1997) (finding superiority despite the existence of one other case and a companion state case because "[t]he certification here will not adversely affect these related cases"). This analysis looks at various factors, such as claims implicated, if the other litigation is also a putative class, and the status of any other litigation. See, e.g., Parra v. Bashas', Inc., 291 F.R.D. 360, 396 (D. Ariz. 2013) (finding superiority despite pending EEOC claim for overlapping discriminatory misconduct because the EEOC case was in its infancy).
existing cases to ensure certification of the proposed class does not merely serve to create "lawsuits where none previously existed."117 Still others require not just existing cases, but also prior tried class actions. Under this line of authority, for so-called "novel claims,"118 the lack of similar prior litigation precludes superiority because of judicial economy concerns.119 As one court stated:

If there existed a prior track record of trials in these types of cases, the Court would be able to make a more accurate determination as to judicial efficiency. The Court could refer to the actual issues and problems that arise in these cases, instead of being forced to speculate as to what these issues and problems may be. Additionally, individual trials in these cases may winnow out many of the individual issues that are now before this Court. After individual trials are conducted in these cases, the courts will have the necessary information to make a thoughtful and logical superiority determination. At this time, however, plaintiffs cannot produce enough information to establish the superiority of a class action.120

Initially, this interpretation existed only in mass tort, but it has crept into other substantive areas.121 In this creep, it is particularly difficult to reconcile courts' differing approaches. For example, Carpenter v. BMW involved alleged misrepresentations regarding certain models'...
transmissions. In denying class certification, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania relied in part on the lack of prior class actions adjudicating nationwide misrepresentations. Yet, the very same year, a few states away, the Northern District of Illinois addressed an analogous nationwide class action also for alleged misrepresentations, this time involving car wax. Without any track record discussion, the court granted certification, focusing instead on the lack of other pending litigation.

Unfortunately, the divides continue in other aspects of the analysis, even beyond judicial economy and the prior two categories spelled out above. As the next Part explains, the reasons for these divides show how deeply rooted the problems are with superiority.

II. DECONSTRUCTING THE SUPERIORITY CONFUSION

As Part I establishes, with each new superiority question, courts reach contrary interpretations. While this background is a precursor to rethinking the requirement, any remedy must also consider the sources of the strife: namely, why jurisprudence has metastasized into conflict.

This Part diagnoses what ails the superiority requirement. Some conventional answers do not work. For example, the divides do not match the amount at stake: even in small sum cases courts disagree. Nor do the divides align by claim. Rather, courts adopt different superiority interpretations within a single area of law. Political

123. See id. at *6-7.
125. See id. ("[T]here is no evidence that any other actions involving this controversy and these parties have been filed elsewhere.").
126. One such divide occurs in the forum factor, Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3)(C). Compare Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d 1011, 1023 (9th Cir. 1998) (finding (b)(3)(C) satisfied since "[n]o particular forum stands out as a logical venue for concentration of claims"), with Haley v. Medtronic, 169 F.R.D. 643, 653 (C.D. Cal. 1996) ("Indeed, plaintiffs have not even established that the vast majority of the individual lawsuits that have been filed or that will be filed should be brought in the [forum].").
affiliations also fail to explain the divides, as judges appointed by the same president diverge.129

Rather, other causes better account for the fractured superiority opinions. First, the requirement lacks sufficient contours to guide interpretation, inviting courts to define superiority as they choose. Second, the policy goals behind Rule 23(b)(3) conflict, allowing judges to reframe the analysis based on their opinions of class actions. Finally, one of these policies, efficiency, further splinters interpretations. Combined, these attributes go a long way to explain the current chaos in superiority jurisprudence.

A. The Problem with Abdication

This Section explains how the Rules Committee took an overly broad-brush approach to drafting—contrary to its intended goal in amending the rule. This abdication of rulemaking responsibility is then compounded by decades of minimal judicial review.

Ideally, superiority would facilitate predictability and certainty.130 Rather than different rules for different claims, a procedural rule should generally work transsubstantively—applying equally regardless of the claims at issue.131 These features minimize

129. For example, the Honorable Thomas W. Thrash Jr. and the Honorable Eldon E. Fallon, both Clinton appointees, define superiority differently. Compare In re ConAgra Peanut Butter Prods. Liab. Litig., 251 F.R.D. 689, 699–700 (N.D. Ga. 2008) (defining alternative methods broadly), with Turner v. Murphy Oil USA, Inc., 234 F.R.D. 597, 610 (E.D. La. 2006) (defining alternative methods narrowly). Thus, it is unsurprising that politics do not explain the divides. Most of the dissonance is at the district court level. See LEE EPSTEIN ET AL., THE BEHAVIOR OF FEDERAL JUDGES 253 (2013) (discussing how political affiliation plays only a “small role at the district court level”).


arbitrary decisionmaking and allow the parties to evaluate *ex ante* the viability of pursuing claims.

The 1966 Amendment was meant to serve these functions. Frustrated by the inconsistent interpretations riddling earlier class action rules, the Rules Committee enacted a revision aimed at more predictably shaping the controlled growth of class actions, as mentioned in Part I. As Arthur Miller, an informal reporter for the Amendment, explains: “The Committee had an overarching theme—that the liberal joinder of parties and claims was desirable . . .” This is echoed by Benjamin Kaplan, the official reporter: “[I]t did not escape attention at the time that it would open the way to assertion of many, many claims that otherwise would not be pressed; so the rule would stick in the throats of establishment defendants.” While the Committee debated how far to liberalize class action procedures, it recognized the need for aggregate litigation. Such joinder advanced access to justice by “enabling small people with small claims to vindicate their rights when

---

132. See Judith Resnik, *Tiers*, 57 S. CAL. L. REV. 837, 858 (1984) (“For the skeptics, consistency assuages anxiety about arbitrariness. Even if the result is not correct, at least everyone is treated the ‘same.’ Consistency promotes equal treatment of individuals, thereby expressing the rhetoric of democracy, of ‘equality before the law.’”).

133. See Z.W. Julius Chen, *Following the Leader: Twombly, Pleading Standards, and Procedural Uniformity*, 108 COLUM. L. REV. 1431, 1462–63 (2008) (explaining how predictable procedure rules provide the parties “gains from knowing the likely outcome of a potential claim because risk can be gauged *ex ante*, while the lawmaker necessarily intends a specific result when he grants a substantive right or promulgates a procedural rule to facilitate the realization of that right”); Richard A. Epstein, *The Political Economy of Product Liability Reform*, 78 AM. ECON. REV. 311, 313 (1988) (positing that litigation is not filed when clear law makes probable fate of claim known).

134. See, e.g., Linda S. Mullenix, *Ending Class Actions as We Know Them: Rethinking the American Class Action*, 64 EMORY L.J. 399, 401 (2014) (“The modern American class action rule emerged during a period of celebrated liberal legislative initiatives intended to expand the civil rights and liberties of ordinary American citizens.”). The motivation for this liberalizing intent has long since been debated, with some pointing to private redress goals and others emphasizing larger social benefits. Compare Arthur R. Miller, *Of Frankenstein Monsters and Shining Knights: Myth, Reality, and the “Class Action Problem”*, 92 HARV. L. REV. 664, 669 (1979) (“[T]he draftsmen conceived the procedure’s primary function to be providing a mechanism for securing private remedies . . . .”), with Charles Gibbs, *Consumer Class Actions After AT&T v. Concepcion: Why the Federal Arbitration Act Should Not Be Used to Deny Effective Relief to Small-Value Claimants*, 2012 U. ILL. L. REV. 1345, 1361 (discussing how the history of the amendment indicates larger goals than redress, including deterrence).

135. Miller, *supra* note 5, at 296 (“Perhaps it was inevitable since those who found themselves the object of large-scale class actions aggregating claims that previously were economically unavailable and facing cases having monetary dimensions that hitherto were unthinkable mobilized, gained strength, and counterattacked.”).

they could not otherwise do so." The primary asterisk to this theme of liberalizing class action procedures was mass torts, which the Committee disfavored for class treatment.138

Unfortunately, the aim of the amendment and the text of the superiority requirement clash. The Committee elected a “case-by-case experimentation” approach to certification decisions.139 The legislative history for Rule 23 notes, “In the present incubating stage of the development of methods to deal with multiple litigation, it would be unwise to introduce stiff rules excluding judicial discretion.”140 John P. Frank, one of the only members of the Rule 23 Subcommittee to express reservations about such unbridled discretion, cautioned, “[A]ll such judgments have to be made not by super men but by run of the mine [sic] lawyers who may in a particular instance be judges whose personal experience may fall far short of the judgment of this degree of sophistication.”141 His warning proved accurate: this abdication of rulemaking has allowed unpredictability and inequity to seep into judicial decisionmaking.142

Case-by-case experimentation does not necessarily spell disaster.143 Ideally, the interpretations of superiority would “gradually close in,” much as other aspects of the Rule 23 analysis have.144 But how

137. Statement, supra note 21, at 5.

138. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3) advisory committee’s notes to 1966 amendment (“A ‘mass accident’ resulting in injuries to numerous persons, is ordinarily not appropriate for a class action because of the likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages but of liability . . . would be present, affecting the individuals in different ways. In these circumstances an action conducted nominally as a class action would degenerate in practice into multiple lawsuits separately tried.”).

139. See Completion Notes, supra note 7; see also Wilcox v. Commerce Bank of Kan. City, 474 F.2d 336, 344 (10th Cir. 1973) (discussing how Rule 23 invites case-by-case determinations).

140. Completion Notes, supra note 7.

141. Letter from John P. Frank, Member, Advisory Comm. on Civil Rules, to Benjamin Kaplan, Reporter, Advisory Comm. on Civil Rules (Feb. 21, 1963) (on file with author).

142. Jennifer E. Spreng, Failing Honorably: Balancing Tests, Justice O’Connor and Free Exercise of Religion, 38 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 837, 877 (1994) (discussing how granting unconstrained discretion is “unpredictable and occasionally even inequitable in practice”); see also Antonin Scalia, The Rule of Law as a Law of Rules, 56 U. CHI. L. REV. 1175, 1178 (1989) (“T]he trouble with the discretion-conferring approach to judicial law making is that it does not satisfy . . . justice very well. When a case is accorded a different disposition from an earlier one, it is important, if the system of justice is to be respected, not only that the latter case be different, but that be seen to be so.”).

143. As Judge Aldisert explains: “Case by case development allows experimentation because each rule is re-evaluated in subsequent cases to determine whether it produces a fair result. If it operates unfairly, it can be modified.” Hon. Ruggero J. Aldisert, The Honorable Ralph Cappy: Distinguished Keeper of the King’s Bench Tradition, 47 DUQ. L. REV. 481, 482 (2009).

144. Rule 23(a)(1)’s numerosity requirement is a good example. Courts concur that “no definite standard exists as to the size of class that satisfies the numerosity requirement.” Morrow
the Committee drafted the rule thwarts the evolution towards clarity. The problems begin with the structure of the requirement. Multifactor balancing tests invite contradictory weighing of relevant factors.\footnote{See Sandra Day O'Connor, \textit{Keynote Address—Conference on Compelling Government Interests}, 55 ALB. L. REV. 535, 544 (1992) (discussing how balancing tests can be unpredictable).} They also allow courts to selectively apply factors, thus producing inconsistent results—the very problem plaguing superiority jurisprudence.\footnote{See Michael Stokes Paulsen, \textit{Does the Supreme Court's Current Doctrine of Stare Decisis Require Adherence to the Supreme Court's Current Doctrine of Stare Decisis?}, 86 N.C. L. REV. 1165, 1173 (2008) (explaining how multifactor tests that are not firmly anchored in concrete legal rules produce irregular interpretations).} This problem is then exacerbated by the lack of precision as to what each factor in Rule 23(b)(3)(A)-(D) means.\footnote{See infra Part I.A.} Finally, appellate courts have abdicated their responsibility to create uniform interpretations of superiority.

The Committee Notes only complicate the superiority requirement by adding further openings for contrary interpretations.\footnote{Kenneth Culp Davis, \textit{Discretionary Justice: A Preliminary Inquiry} 98 (1969) ("Plans, policy statements, and rules are three facets of essentially the same thing; all are designed to clarify and to regularize the purpose of the governmental activity.").} For example, the Notes state a class action under Rule 23(b)(3) is appropriate when certification is "convenient and desirable."\footnote{FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3) advisory committee's notes to 1966 amendment.} What is convenient, though, is a question of perspective.\footnote{Cf. Ratner v. Chem. Bank N.Y. Tr. Co., 54 F.R.D. 412, 416 (S.D.N.Y. 1972) ("Students of the Rule have been led generally to recognize that its broad and open ended terms call for the exercise of some considerable discretion of a pragmatic nature.").}

For an absent class member, a class action is more convenient than individual litigation, thus suggesting a generous definition.\footnote{See CONTE & NEWBERG, supra note 109, at § 18:22 (noting class actions benefit plaintiffs by allowing for sharing of expenses between other class members); Mullenix, supra note 134, at 409 (noting class actions benefit plaintiffs by allowing class members to aggregate claims).} Absent class members can wait until the case is resolved while their rights are asserted in a representative fashion. Their inconvenience is then limited to making a claim against any settlement or judgment.\footnote{As a RAND report on class action explained:}
In contrast, though, for the assigned judge, a class action is less convenient than individual litigation, thus suggesting a more restrictive definition of superiority. Class actions require significant judicial oversight. In the majority of putative class actions, few, if any, have filed individual suits. Consequently, only in rare cases will the aggregate individual claims before a single judge alter the convenience calculation. But at the same time, it may be more convenient for the judiciary as a whole for a single judge to hear related matters, again supporting a more generous definition of superiority. The Notes provide no guidance on how to reconcile these competing perspectives and the resulting contrary interpretations.

The Committee Notes also ambiguously suggest superiority may vary with the substantive law at issue, though the hedging language only flirts with the idea without consummating its import. For example, the Notes support certification of small stakes claims and antitrust cases. Yet, the Notes fail to reconcile this idea with the vague text of the superiority requirement.
Thus, textually, superiority leaves judges “free from the constraints which characteristically attach whenever legal rules enter the decision process.”159 This means that a key function for a civil procedure rule—maintaining the rule of law through predictability and consistency—is lost.

Unfortunately, superiority also suffers from a second level of abdication: a lack of review-restraining oversight.160 By failing to draft clear rules, the Committee left the judiciary to sort out the mess.161 Rather than accepting this responsibility, the Supreme Court and circuit courts have repeatedly taken passes during the last five decades—focusing more on questions of predominance than superiority.162

For other aspects of Rule 23, “review of class action determinations for abuse of discretion does not differ greatly from review for error.”163 However, for superiority, circuit courts adopt a
particular deferential variant of the abuse of discretion standard. Circuit courts frequently reaffirm discretion rather than clarify the requirement. In the rare instance when a circuit court does reverse, the guidance in the case is limited—noting the trial court’s failure to consider some factor or addressing a minor aspect of a single factor rather than holistically discussing the requirement.

Protecting discretion above clarity is particularly clear in a recent Fifth Circuit opinion. There, the Court upheld a trial court’s finding without addressing a circuit split in defining superiority for Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act (“FACTA”) cases. As the Court noted:

Critically important here is the broad discretion enjoyed by district courts regarding certification. That discretion may lead to disparate results. In fact, the parties’ briefs make clear that district courts have both allowed and refused certification of classes in the FACTA context. Nevertheless, we concur with the Tenth Circuit’s conclusion that “inconsistent results” regarding certification are “no insurmountable objection” and must be permitted “until, if ever, some more acceptable and general solution by amendments to the Rules or clarification by statute emerges.”

This limited review is often coupled with unpublished or otherwise unciteable decision designations. Thus, when one court interprets a particular superiority factor in an unpublished opinion, another court cannot rely on that decision. Instead, the court

164. See Martha S. Davis, Standards of Review: Judicial Review of Discretionary Decisionmaking, 2 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 47, 77 (2000) (“Clearly there is no such thing as one abuse of discretion standard... this standard of review more accurately describes a range of appellate responses.” (emphasis added)); see also Rudolph F. Pierce, Esq. & Jennifer M. DeTeso, Esq., A Lawyer’s Lament: Unpredictability and Inconsistency in the Wake of the Daubert Trilogy, 2 SEDONA CONF. J. 163, 170 (2001) (discussing how abuse of discretion standards perpetuate “inconsistencies and severely hamper[ ] the ability of appellate courts to develop guidelines of general applicability for trial courts and the trial bar”). Superiority differs from other procedural rules or statutes, where an abuse of discretion is statutorily defined. See, e.g., 8 U.S.C. § 1252(e)(4)(D) (2012) (immigration rulings); 12 U.S.C. § 203(b)(1) (2012) (appointment of conservator); FED. R. CRIM. P. 23(b) (discretion of court to receive verdict from eleven-person jury after one juror has been dismissed). This contributes to the lack of rigorous review.


167. Ticknor, 592 F. App’x at 277.

168. Id. at 279.

169. See id. (citations omitted).

reanalyzes the factor anew. This lack of review, plus the initial lack of a clear rule, undermine superiority's ability to predictably, consistently, guide the controlled growth of class actions.171

It is unrealistic, and perhaps undesirable, to eliminate all judicial discretion,172 but rules should temper it.173 While judges have significant freedom to decide many procedural aspects of a case, including case management or electing potential remedies,174 such unchecked authority makes little sense for a "death knell" procedural rule—one that can make or break a case.175 Unfortunately, this dual-level abdication is only one of multiple problems for the requirement. Superiority's conflicting goals also sustain judicial division, as discussed next.

171. Unpublished opinions hinder the growth of "coherent, consistent and intelligible body of caselaw." Hart v. Massanari, 266 F.3d 1155, 1179 (9th Cir. 2001); see David R. Cleveland, Overturing the Last Stone: The Final Step in Returning Precedential Status to All Opinions, 10 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 61, 169 (2009) (describing survey where judges attributed inconsistencies in law to "inconsistency between published and unpublished opinions or a lack of circuit decision on point"); Sarah E. Ricks, The Perils of Unpublished Non-Precedential Federal Appellate Opinions: A Case Study of the Substantive Due Process State-Created Danger Doctrine in One Circuit, 81 WASH. L. REV. 217, 228 (2006) (discussing how non-precedential dispositions hinder decisionmaking). In this way, superiority is an example of the "habit of allowing discretionary power to grow which far exceeds what is necessary and which is much less controlled than it should be." DAVIS, supra note 148, at 20.


173. See DAVIS, supra note 148, at 42 (discussing the need "to confine, to structure, and to check necessary discretionary power").


B. Conflicting Goals and Consequential Inconsistency

Abdication of rulemaking responsibility only partly explains opposing superiority interpretations. The rule’s legislative history also reveals multiple, irreconcilable policy goals. At one point, the Committee identified three goals: to advance judicial economy, to promote the private enforcement of substantive law (particularly in cases involving small individual recovery), and to increase judicial consistency. Elsewhere, the comments highlight themes of access to justice. But the legislative history also indicates competing autonomy and efficiency concerns. These conflicting policy goals are further complicated by superiority’s twin references to efficiency and fairness—concepts often at odds.

Multiple policy goals for a single rule are not facially problematic. However, competing goals invite interpretative problems. The more policy goals, the more difficult it is to reconcile or prioritize such goals. As this Section details, courts can arbitrarily select a particular policy justification to ground a particular conclusion. This reverse-engineering reaches its apex when courts decide superiority based on efficiency.

176. Statement, supra note 21, at 5; see also Robert G. Bone, The Misguided Search for Class Unity, 82 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 651, 671 (2014); Kaplan, supra note 84, at 391.

177. Statement, supra note 21, at 7 (“If separate litigations are always required, then access to the courts may be put out of reach for those whose individual stakes are low or who by reason of poverty or ignorance will not go it alone.”).

178. See id. at 4 (“The revision . . . also pays more attention to problems of management and procedural fairness . . . ”).

179. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3) (requiring that “a class action [be] superior . . . for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy” (emphasis added)).


1. Pick-a-Policy, Any Superiority Policy

Class actions trigger sentiments about regulation,\textsuperscript{182} tort reform,\textsuperscript{183} and trial attorneys.\textsuperscript{184} As these larger debates rage through the courts of public perception, the same debates seep into superiority decisions.\textsuperscript{185} Judges can select from one of the stated policies—allowing their own attitudes about class actions to chart the unmarked terrains of the requirement.\textsuperscript{186}

By prioritizing different policies, courts can reach contrary superiority interpretations. Judges more supportive of class actions focus on effectuating legal rights, avoiding a multiplicity of suits, or enhancing private enforcement—goals that support generously defining superiority.\textsuperscript{187} For judges more wary of class actions, autonomy and efficiency considerations offer a way to interpret superiority restrictively.\textsuperscript{188}

Harkening back to Part I, the policy lens the court adopts explains the three chief areas of disagreement. For example, take conflicting judicial conclusions about monetary recovery.\textsuperscript{189} Judges


\textsuperscript{183} Critics of tort reform often also take aim at class actions. See, e.g., Edward A. Purcell, Jr., The Class Action Fairness Act in Perspective: The Old and the New in Federal Jurisdictional Reform, 156 U. PA. L. REV. 1823, 1903 (2008) (“CAFA was a direct product of the 'tort reform' movement.”).

\textsuperscript{184} See John C. Coffee, Jr., Understanding the Plaintiff's Attorney: The Implications of Economic Theory for Private Enforcement of Law Through Class and Derivative Actions, 86 COLUM. L. REV. 669, 670 n.3 (1986) (noting “the frequency with which judicial opinions favoring new restrictions on the availability of class actions or other remedies criticize the plaintiff’s attorney”); see also Nicholas Lemann, The Newcomer: Senator John Edwards is This Season's Democratic Rising Star, NEW YORKER 58, 82 (May 6, 2002) (detailing the current trend of negatively depicting class action trial attorneys).

\textsuperscript{185} See, e.g., Martin H. Redish, Class Actions and the Democratic Difficulty: Rethinking the Intersection of Private Litigation and Public Goals, 2003 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 71, 117–18 (2003) (“Additionally, the judiciary itself has, on more than one occasion, expressed disdain for plaintiff class action attorneys.”).

\textsuperscript{186} Judge Posner uses the term “occasional legislators” to characterize the role judges play in the absence of clear rules. RICHARD A. POSNER, HOW JUDGES THINK 5 (2008).


\textsuperscript{189} Compare Sterling v. Velsicol Chem. Corp., 855 F.2d 1188, 1196–97 (6th Cir. 1988) (certifying action involving six figure and million dollar recoveries, plus remand to determine punitive damages for absent class members), with Berther v. TSYS Total Debt Mgmt. Inc., No. 06-C-293, 2007 WL 1795472, at *2 (E.D. Wis. June 19, 2007) (finding "no reason to conclude that a
favoring autonomy narrowly define the individuals' interests factor: the amount of individual recovery that triggers inferiority is lower. For judges favoring private enforcement or access to courts, the amount is higher.

Judicial approaches to questions of choice similarly turn on policy decisions. For example, the alternative methods analysis hinges on whether judges select autonomy concerns over private enforcement and right to access. Judges focused on autonomy define relevant alternative methods more broadly, as such alternatives increase individuals' abilities to elect from different ways to resolve claims. Judges favoring private enforcement define such alternatives narrowly, focusing more on the gains of collective action and the challenges of individual litigation against well-funded corporate defendants.

Conflicting policy goals also explain the tension over judicial resources, particularly for manageability. If efficiency and autonomy concerns trump, case management options like bifurcation are less likely to overcome management difficulties—thus making superiority hard to establish. For a judge basing the analysis on enforcement or right of access, though, the degree of unmanageability must be high to overcome the enforcement gain. Thus, the tension between the aims of the superiority requirement explains each area of judicial dissonance.

maximum recovery of $1,000 would be insufficient to motivate an individual plaintiff to pursue private litigation and that individual litigation may be superior to class litigation where maximum class recovery is $10 per member).


193. See, e.g., Six (6) Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1306 (9th Cir. 1990) (rejecting manageability challenges, given “enforcement, deterrence or disgorgement” functions of the pending class claim); In re Sugar Indus. Antitrust Litig., 75 F.R.D. 922, 356 (E.D.
Beyond the divides from Part I, indiscriminate policy selection also explains why superiority lacks intrasubstantive, let alone transsubstantive, application. Even within a single area of law, superiority depends on which policy goal a court selects. Perhaps the starkest example of this is in antitrust class actions.\textsuperscript{194} Differing judicial ideologies on the role of private enforcement crop up, with some courts recognizing such actions as mechanisms for enforcement and deterrence.\textsuperscript{195} This viewpoint often corresponds with a broader definition of superiority.\textsuperscript{196} For example, the court in \textit{In re Cement} focused on the benefits of price-fixing class actions.\textsuperscript{197} As the court noted, “The public at large will likewise benefit from a class action and expeditious adjudication of the issues involved since class actions ‘reinforce the regulatory scheme by providing an additional deterrent beyond that afforded either by public enforcement or by single-party private enforcement.’”\textsuperscript{198}

In contrast, other courts view private enforcement as a questionable consequence of class actions. For example, \textit{In re Hotel Pa.} (finding certification furthers private enforcement, thus superiority exists “when only speculative manageability difficulties are perceived”).


\textsuperscript{196} \textit{See, e.g., In re Processed Egg Prods. Antitrust Litig., 302 F.R.D. 339, 353 (E.D. Pa. 2014)} (finding superiority because “a class action device enables individual direct purchasers to pursue their claims in an economically feasible manner, with greater efficacy in achieving enforcement and deterrence goals and with greater bargaining power for settlement purpose[s]”); \textit{In re Relafon Antitrust Litig., 221 F.R.D. 260, 287 (D. Mass. 2004)} (“The Advisory Committee’s core concern [with the right to access] was particularly compelling here, where protection of the public depends upon vigorous private enforcement of state laws but the small size of individual claims render such enforcement unlikely.”).

\textsuperscript{197} \textit{In re Cement & Concrete Antitrust Litig., 27 Fed. R. Serv. 2d (Callaghan) 1334, *3 (D. Ariz. 1979)}.

\textsuperscript{198} \textit{Id.} (quoting Hackett v. Gen. Host Corp., 455 F.2d 618 (3d Cir. 1972)); \textit{see also In re Processed Egg, 302 F.R.D. at 352–53 (“[W]hen 'each consumer has a very small claim in relation to the cost of prosecuting a lawsuit . . ., a class action facilitates spreading of the litigation costs among the numerous injured parties and encourages private enforcement of the statutes.”}} (citation omitted)).
Telephone Charges involved nationwide class claims of price-fixing against hotel chains. In finding a lack of superiority, the court focused on how time consuming litigation would be for the judiciary relative to the minimal individual recovery. The court rejected deterrence benefits, stating: "[T]he Congressional scheme does not contemplate that private attorneys are to act as prosecutors to force antitrust violators to disgorge their illegal profits in the general interest of society at large." While this conclusion directly contradicts In re Cement—and a great deal of other authority—it also leads to a notably more restrictive superiority definition.

Thus, rather than a clear threshold that applies consistently—at a minimum in a single substantive area—superiority's contours ebb and flow with the particular ideology a judge imports. The resulting lack of consensus is unsurprising, though no less troubling.

2. Undefined Efficiency and the Superiority Problem

Just as judges focus on different policy goals, concepts of efficiency spur further divergent rule interpretation. Rule 23(b)(3) instructs courts to evaluate if certification is a superior method for "fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy," though fails to define efficiency—a problem given the term's multiple meanings. The meaning of efficiency varies by the decisionmaker: some apply a "rough

199. In re Hotel Tel. Charges, 500 F.2d 86, 88 (9th Cir. 1974).
200. See id. at 90–92.
201. Id. at 92.
203. See, e.g., Tardiff v. Knox Cnty., 365 F.3d 1, 7 (1st Cir. 2004) (recognizing that "the balance of cost and benefit doubtless varies from case to case"); In re Initial Pub. Offering Sec. Litig., 227 F.R.D. 65, 122 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (recognizing that "[a]ny consideration of superiority ... [is] subjective; it must weigh the benefits and costs of allowing the class action to proceed versus the benefits and costs of individual adjudication").

204. Jeremy Waldron, Vagueness in Law and Language: Some Philosophical Issues, 82 CALIF. L. REV. 509, 516 (1994) (describing economic efficiency as a "notorious example" of ambiguity); James M. Buchanan, Positive Economics, Welfare Economics, and Political Economy, 2 J.L. & ECON. 124, 126 (1959) ("'Efficiency' ... is meaningless without some common denominator, some value scale, against which possible results can be measured.").
economic" analysis; others adopt a strict cost-benefit evaluation. Both views tempt erratic superiority interpretations.

Even roughly defined, efficiency depends on perspective. Namely, efficiency for whom: (1) the judiciary facing years of complex and time-consuming litigation, (2) the plaintiffs depending on such litigation as the only realistic option for recourse, or (3) the defendant benefiting from any classwide preclusive effect though facing much greater exposure than in individual litigation? If all three considerations should be balanced, how? The rule provides no key to answer these questions.

Hence, regardless of whether efficiency is defined broadly or narrowly, the term only adds to the confusion over superiority. Strict cost-benefit analyses generate different questions than rough efficiency. Which variables count, and what trade-offs still align with fairness and justice? Should the judicial resources expended depend on the case’s value? If so, how should value be defined: Do only monetary judgments count, or should other potential gains, such as information sharing, be included even if harder to quantify? What about trade-

205. Compare In re Netbank, Inc., Sec. Litig., 259 F.R.D. 656, 667 (N.D. Ga. 2009) (noting that “[t]he key to certification of a class under Rule 23(b)(3) is whether the efficiency and economy of class adjudication outweigh the difficulties and complexity of individual adjudication” (citations omitted)), and Bone, supra note 176, at 657–68 (describing superiority and predominance as just “rough ways to measure the benefits of class treatment”), with Lane v. Pago, 272 F.R.D. 558, 580 (D.N.M. 2011) (noting that class action certification is appropriate in cases like securities fraud actions where “the costs of litigation would likely outweigh any benefit obtained” (quoting In re Ribozyme Pharms., Inc., Sec. Litig., 205 F.R.D. 572, 579 (D. Colo. 2001))). This approach revives a previously abandoned amendment to superiority from 1966 to (1) alter the requirement to consider if the putative class was “necessary” rather than “superior,” (2) add a cost benefit analysis, and (3) eliminate the (b)(3) inquiry for settlement classes. See PROPOSED REVISION OF THE CLASS ACTION RULE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES (Published for Notice and Comment, Aug. 15, 1996); John K. Rabiej, The Making of Class Action Rule 23—What Were We Thinking?, 24 MISS. C. L. REV. 323, 364 (2005). After a groundswell of criticism of the cost-benefit amendment, the Subcommittee withdrew the proposal in its entirety. See Deborah R. Hensler & Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Beyond “It Just Ain’t Worth It”: Alternative Strategies for Damages Class Action Reform, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., Summer 2001, at 137, 141.

206. This list may be underinclusive. See Katz v. Carte Blanche Corp., 496 F.2d 747, 760 (3d Cir. 1974) (“Superiority must be looked at from the point of view (1) of the judicial system, (2) of the potential class members, (3) of the present plaintiff, (4) of the attorneys for the litigants, (5) of the public at large and (6) of the defendant. The listing is not necessarily in order of importance of the respective interests. Superiority must also be looked at from the point of view of the issue.”).

207. See Patrick A. Luff, Bad Bargains: The Mistake of Allowing Cost-Benefit Analyses in Class Action Certification Decisions, 41 U. MEM. L. REV. 65, 68 (2010) (“Opponents of the class action mechanism believe that the harms associated with class actions outweigh their benefits . . . . Conversely, proponents of class actions believe that the social benefits outweigh the costs.”).

208. See, e.g., Elizabeth Chamblee Burch, Optimal Lead Plaintiffs, 64 VAND. L. REV. 1109, 1189 (2011) (“[M]easuring deterrence and thus quantifying optimal deterrence is nearly
offs in terms of other cases the court cannot hear during the pendency of the claim? Even if these initial hurdles are cleared, how much benefit must exceed cost is unclear: Is one cent enough?

Given these unanswered queries, a cost-benefit approach requires courts to exercise value judgments. For some courts, the only relevant variables are the cost of litigation versus the potential recovery, while others include less quantifiable variables, such as balancing the efficiency of classwide determinations and right of access gains against manageability challenges. This disagreement is compounded by superiority's instruction to consider efficiency and fairness coequally. Not only is fairness a concept as nebulous as efficiency, the two are often inversely related. Professor Brian Bix explains:

It is fair enough to look back in wonder, and some disdain, at a time when legal rules were evaluated only in terms of some intuitive sense of fairness, with no regard to their instrumental value (and with certainly no reference to their "efficiency"). At the same time, it is impossible...


time, one may wonder whether there has been an "overcorrection". Of course, if one acts, it should be with eyes open: aware of the costs (including efficiency costs). However, it is a basic point, long ago conceded by Calabresi and Melamed, that efficiency will only be one value among many, and that we should be conscious of actual and potential (and potentially desirable) tradeoffs of less efficiency for more fairness or justice.\footnote{216}{Brian Bix, \textit{Epstein, Craswell, Economics, Unconscionability, and Morality}, 19 QUINNIPLAC L. REV. 715, 723 (2000) (emphasis omitted) (footnotes omitted).}

This struggle to balance fairness and efficiency provides an alternative explanation for the judicial divides set forth in Part I. In addressing judicial resources, different efficiency definitions cloud three factors: (1) pending litigation, (2) alternative methods, and most extensively, (3) manageability.

First, for the pending litigation analysis, some courts define efficiency as the absence of other cases, while others see the existence of such cases as proof that certification is superior. For example, in \textit{Arch v. American Tobacco}, the court found a lack of superiority because of the paucity of tried individual claims.\footnote{217}{Arch v. Am. Tobacco Co., 175 F.R.D. 469, 495 (E.D. Pa. 1997).} In reaching that conclusion, the court hinged its analysis on potential inefficiencies: "Even assuming that the courts will be exposed to many more of these types of cases, a conclusion that certification will save judicial resources is premature at this stage of the litigation."\footnote{218}{Id. (quoting Castano v. Am. Tobacco Co., 84 F.3d 734, 749 (5th Cir. 1996)).}

Yet, other courts have certified novel claims, finding a single resolution of related claims efficient. In \textit{Klay v. Humana}, the court held the potential efficiency gains of consolidation made the class superior.\footnote{219}{Klay v. Humana, Inc., 382 F.3d 1241, 1272 (11th Cir. 2004), abrogated in part on other grounds by Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indem. Co., 553 U.S. 639 (2008).} There, the court explained, if the claim "raises a variety of new or complicated legal questions, then those questions constitute significant common issues of law" and their "resolution in a single class-action forum would greatly foster judicial efficiency and avoid unnecessary, repetitious litigation."\footnote{220}{Id.; see also \textit{In re A.H. Robins Co.}, 880 F.2d 709, 726 (4th Cir. 1989) (coordinating novel claims provides "a mechanism for deciding expeditiously, efficiently and relatively inexpensively these actions without the delays of individual suits").} There is no irrefutable, "correct" efficiency position—just arguments that generate incompatible superiority interpretations.

Second, for alternative methods of adjudication, efficiency complicates cases involving overlapping federal and state class actions, as is evident in two Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA") cases. In
Ladegaard v. Hard Rock Concrete Cutters, Inc.,\(^{221}\) the court found superiority: “[E]ven with the presence of the FLSA action, individual plaintiffs could bring an action in state court on the state claims. To avoid this result, and to further judicial economy, it is desirable to concentrate the litigation in one forum.”\(^{222}\) In contrast, in Muecke v. A-Reliable Auto Parts & Wreckers,\(^{223}\) the court held a federal class inefficient—and thus lacking superiority—where, “[e]ach of those persons then will be able to pursue on his or her own behalf state law claims, which cover the very same conduct as the FLSA claim.”\(^{224}\)

Third, while efficiency is a thread in multiple superiority factors, it is at the forefront of manageability.\(^{225}\) Efficiency considerations risk reverse engineering, much like the rule’s differing policy goals.\(^{226}\) For example, courts that add a strict ascertainability requirement to manageability frequently only focus on the heavy efficiency burden of identifying class members.\(^{227}\) Such one-sided analyses mean a class is rarely superior.\(^{228}\) Others balance such challenges against the gains of a class and the potential unfairness of precluding certification—leading to differing superiority decisions.\(^{229}\)

Thus, superiority’s reference to efficiency is a key piece to the interpretation puzzle. Judges cannot objectively define efficiency, let alone balance it against the equally elusive concept of fairness. This

\(^{221}\) No. 00 C 5755, 2000 WL 1774091, at *7 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 1, 2000).

\(^{222}\) Id.; accord O’Brien v. Encotech Const. Servs., Inc., 203 F.R.D. 346, 350 (N.D. Ill. 2001) (“Were plaintiffs to file multiple claims under multiple laws in multiple fora, precious judicial resources would be wasted on duplicative lawsuits. This result would be inefficient.”).

\(^{223}\) No. 01 C 2361, 2002 WL 1359411, at *2 (N.D. Ill. June 21, 2002).

\(^{224}\) Id.

\(^{225}\) See supra Part I.B (detailing judicial disagreement over (b)(3)(D)).

\(^{226}\) See supra Part I.A; cf. Epstein et al., supra note 129, at 41 (2013) (“[P]rocedural doctrines that reduce workload have only a short-run effect in curbing ideological judging.”).


only worsens the indifferent rule drafting, insufficient judicial review, and conflicting policy goals underlying the superiority requirement. Considered collectively, these explanations pave a clearer path to curing this troubled area of civil procedure doctrine.

III. THE ROAD AHEAD

While Parts I and II explored the extent and roots of the problems, Part III focuses on the needed fix: striking the superiority requirement from Rule 23.230 Rewritten, Rule 23(b)(3) would read: “A class action may be maintained if Rule 23(a) is satisfied and if: ... (3) the court finds that questions of law or fact common to class members predominate over any questions affecting only individual members. Adjudication of those questions shall be handled through case management tools.”

This Part unpackages and defends this proposal. First, it makes the case for striking superiority in toto. Second, it discusses how other procedural rules can answer the policy concerns and legal questions that arise under superiority, offsetting the need for a second inquiry. Instead, courts can focus on strengthening existing case management tools. Third, this Part defends the proposal against the most anticipated criticism—the need for procedural screening. With the details spelled out and the counterarguments rebutted, this solution remedies the inferiority of superiority.

A. The Case for Rethinking Superiority

From its lack of a clear design to its conflicting purposes, the superiority requirement fails to clearly and consistently guide certification decisions. Eliminating the requirement is the only functional solution.231 Existing interpretations raise concerns about judicial overreach and endanger judicial access.

230. Perhaps recognizing some of these problems, the Rule 23 Subcommittee is reassessing superiority. Though in its infancy, a current proposal would only remove the superiority analysis for settlement classes. ADVISORY COMM. ON CIVIL RULES, RULE 23 SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT 11–20 (April 9–10, 2015). This Article argues the proposal should be broadened to remove the superiority requirement altogether.

231. While this Article does not focus on institutional choice, the Rules Committee, rather than the Supreme Court, should revise the Rule. First, the current rulemaking process for a federal civil procedure rule involves seven stages of comment and review, of which Supreme Court review is but one. This multi-stage process (authorized by the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072 (2012)) “does not contemplate that the Court could [alter a rule] outside the rulemaking structure.” Struve,
The Rules Enabling Act sets the outer limits of permissible interpretations of procedural rules.\textsuperscript{232} While courts can design "a judicial process for enforcing rights and duties recognized by substantive law,"\textsuperscript{233} they cannot construe procedural rules to "abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive right."\textsuperscript{234} But existing interpretations of superiority, such as the presumption that novel claims are unmanageable, do abridge substantive law in two ways. First, if prior class actions must exist, the causes of action that can be certified become a closed universe. Such circular reasoning effectively adds a class action preclusion to abridge existing substantive law.

Second, superiority interpretations that preclude class actions outright for certain legal theories abridge plaintiffs' ability to enforce their substantive rights. Such interpretations limit plaintiffs to individual suits, thus foregoing the benefits of collective actions,\textsuperscript{235} such as sharing costs, counsel, and information about the defendants' alleged wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{236} Without such benefits, it is often unrealistic for

\textsuperscript{232} See Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 78 (1938) (explaining how neither Congress nor the federal courts have "power to declare substantive rules of common law applicable in a state whether they be local in their nature or 'general,' be they commercial law or a part of the law of torts").


\textsuperscript{234} 28 U.S.C. § 2072 (1970) (providing that the "Supreme Court shall have the power to prescribe general rules of practice and procedure and rules of evidence for cases in the United States district courts" and "[s]uch rules shall not abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive right").


\textsuperscript{236} See Bartholomew, supra note 235, at 784. Individual litigation is so unlikely for small sum cases that defendants have agreed to class action settlements that only preclude the right to participate in future class or aggregate claims, leaving open the potential for individual suit. See, e.g., In re Trans Union Corp. Privacy Litig., 741 F.3d 811, 811 (7th Cir. 2014). As Professor Dave explains: "An ultimately cheaper route to resolving [defendant's] liability might be to purchase the class members' rights to proceed on an aggregate basis, allowing individual plaintiffs to go at it
individual consumers to take on large, well-funded corporate defendants.\textsuperscript{237}

This judicial overreach disproportionately jeopardizes small sum cases—the very cases the Rules Committee sought to empower by adopting Rule 23(b)(3).\textsuperscript{238} As Judge Posner notes, “only a lunatic or a fanatic” would bring such cases individually.\textsuperscript{239} Nonetheless, some decisions deny certification specifically because the amount at stake is minimal. For example, in \textit{Ramirez v. Dollar Phone Corp.},\textsuperscript{240} the Eastern District of New York denied class certification for a group of low-income, non-English-speaking immigrant calling-card consumers.\textsuperscript{241} The court held that because consumers suffered small individual damages, a class was not superior to other avenues of redress, such as legislative action.\textsuperscript{242}

Thus, more sweeping reform is needed to starve the growth of further interpretative dissonance. Any more modest approach will not suffice. Creating a hierarchy amid the various superiority factors or focusing on a sole factor would leave in place the morass of conflicting interpretations, including those that run afoul the Rules Enabling Act or place small stake claims at risk.

\textbf{B. Reabsorbing Superiority}

Eliminating superiority makes sense for a second reason. As it presently stands, the judiciary is unchecked, guessing at which interpretations to apply. Such guesswork is unnecessary. As detailed below, other procedural rules have matured during superiority’s duration. Most notably, the two policy concerns behind the more restrictive definitions of superiority—efficiency and autonomy—are already addressed by current interpretations of the predominance requirement. As previously explained,\textsuperscript{243} to satisfy Rule 23(b)(3) “questions of law or fact common to class members [must] predominate

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[237.] Rave, \textit{supra} note 236.
\item[238.] \textit{supra} note 21, at 7.
\item[239.] Carnegie v. Household Int'l, Inc., 376 F.3d 656, 661 (7th Cir. 2004).
\item[240.] 668 F. Supp. 2d 448, 468 (E.D.N.Y. 2009).
\item[241.] \textit{Id.}
\item[242.] \textit{Id.} ("In the present case, the only adequate and appropriate way to protect the rights of the Rule 23(b)(3) class is through regulation and enforcement by a federal administrative agency.").
\item[243.] \textit{supra} Part I (explaining predominance).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
over any questions affecting only individual members." Efficiency—however defined—is at the core of this predominance inquiry. When issues of law or fact are shared amongst class members, resolving the claims collectively is more efficient than a series of individual cases. Inversely, a lack of shared issues necessarily means collective treatment does not preserve resources as compared to individual litigation, and thus is inefficient. This relationship makes a second efficiency inquiry under superiority superfluous.

Similarly, predominance absorbs autonomy questions. Autonomy concerns parallel individual issues: the more individual issues, the more legitimate the worries about individuals wanting decisionmaking control. But when collective issues predominate, such autonomy concerns are fewer. They are offset by the gains of collective action. This is particularly true for small-stakes cases. As Professor David Marcus explains, claims that cannot realistically be litigated outside a class action “may not deserve or even enjoy the sort of due process protection that places a premium on individual autonomy.”

244. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3).
246. See Bloom, supra note 235, at 719; Carter, supra note 235, at 1121.
248. See Bartholomew, supra note 235, at 784; Bloom, supra note 235, at 719; Carter, supra note 235, at 1121.
250. See id. at 288 (discussing how predominance balances questions of individual choice with efficiency). How much weight to afford autonomy concerns seems inversely related to the amount at issue. See Erbsen, supra note 104, at 1008 n.17 (discussing how autonomy interests carry little or no weight where “economic value of plaintiffs’ claims is small relative to the defendant’s aggregate stakes in the litigation, such that plaintiffs would likely be unable to litigate . . . outside of a class action”).
251. See Sergio J. Campos, Mass Torts and Due Process, 65 VAND. L. REV. 1059, 1082 (2012) (“A plaintiff with a small claim has no incentive to bring suit or, for that matter, to defect from a class action.”).
is still preserved through notice and opt-out procedures,\textsuperscript{253} further minimizing any lingering autonomy unease. With autonomy and efficiency accounted for, a second round of screening under superiority is unwarranted. Bringing this overlap to light further supports removing the troublesome superiority requirement.\textsuperscript{254}

1. How Predominance Answers Superiority

In addition to addressing autonomy and efficiency concerns, the predominance analysis also subsumes superiority's individuals' interest factor and manageability inquiries. First, the individuals' interest analysis under Rule 23(b)(3)(A) frequently focuses on the amount at stake.\textsuperscript{255} The greater the amount, the more courts presume such interests.\textsuperscript{256} However, this is a false proxy.\textsuperscript{257} Whether someone would actually sue is too dependent on individual whims. Predominance removes some of this subjectivity. The quantum of shared issues of law and fact become the proxy for gauging individuals' interests.\textsuperscript{258} The greater the degree of predominance, the more likely individuals' interests give way to the benefits of certification.\textsuperscript{259} This is also why predominance intersects with autonomy.\textsuperscript{260} Thus, there is no need for courts to rely on superiority’s amount at stake or other equally questionable substitutes to evaluate individuals' interests.

Second, predominance also resolves manageability. Removing the manageability analysis cures the "largely unfounded belief that


\textsuperscript{254} As an important clarification, courts should carefully construe the interpretations of these other procedure rules. Otherwise, eliminating superiority would just shift the existing strife onto other factors.

\textsuperscript{255} See, e.g., Pipefitters Local 636 Ins. Fund v. Blue Cross Blue Shield, 654 F.3d 618, 628 (6th Cir. 2011) (focusing (b)(3)(A) analysis on whether class members are able to pursue claims individually); In re Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. Sales Practices Litig., 962 F. Supp. 450, 523 (D.N.J. 1997) (same); In re Tetracycline Cases, 107 F.R.D. 719, 732 (W.D. Mo. 1985).

\textsuperscript{256} Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) advisory committee's notes to 1966 amendment.


\textsuperscript{258} Accord Amgen Inc. v. Conn. Ret. Plans & Tr. Funds, 133 S. Ct. 1184, 1196 (2013); see Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) (requiring common questions “predominate over any questions affecting only individual [class] members”).

\textsuperscript{259} See WRIGHT, supra note 57, at 518–19 (“[T]he predominance test really involves an attempt to achieve a balance between the value of allowing individual actions to be instituted so that each person can protect his own interests and the economy that can be achieved by allowing a multiple party dispute to be resolved on a class action basis.”); Romberg, supra note 219, at 288.

\textsuperscript{260} See infra Part III.A.
district courts cannot handle... [complex] class actions... [recognizing instead that it] takes some elbow grease and some creativity, but it is not impossible” to manage such claims.261 Any complex litigation undoubtedly will generate judicial hardship, but that alone is a faulty basis for denying judicial access.262 Predominance sets limits on the potential challenges a court must address in a class action.263 When a putative class action satisfies the requirement,264 the resulting manageability challenges should be tolerated. Conversely, when common issues do not predominate, courts generally agree manageability is a problem.265

This Article’s proposal seeks to expand and to codify this relationship.266 In doing so, it builds on the approach already taken by


262. See, e.g., James D. Hinson Elec. Contracting Co. v. BellSouth Telecommns., Inc., 275 F.R.D. 638, 648 (M.D. Fla. 2011) (explaining that manageability issues are “intrinsic in large class actions” and thus not enough to deny superiority when predominance is satisfied); John Conyers, Jr., Class Action “Fairness”—A Bad Deal for the States and Consumers, 40 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 493, 493 (2003).


264. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3).

265. Ginsburg v. Comcast Cable Commc’ns Mgmt. LLC, No. C11-1959RAJ, 2013 WL 1661483, at *8 (W.D. Wash. Apr. 17, 2013) (“Because of the individualized issues on which class members’ claims would ultimately depend, a class action would be unmanageable.”).

266. Using predominance to evaluate the underlying concerns of superiority is analogous to the approach advocated in Professor Jay Tidmarsh’s work. Jay Tidmarsh, Superiority as Unity, 107 NW. U. L. REV. 565, 566–67 (2013). This essay advocates for an alternative framework for evaluating certification based on what Tidmarsh coins the “superiority principle.” This principle is a means for assessing class cohesion and is distinct from the superiority factors analyzed in this Article. Rather than the current multi-factor Rule 23 analysis, he argues certification should turn on whether the claims asserted are sufficiently cohesive. See id. at 585. Interestingly, though, the proposed principle is akin to predominance, not superiority. As Tidmarsh points out, a unity of interests exists when “all classes... possess a unity of interest along one of the three elements of a claim (facto, law, or remedy) and a substantial overlap of interest along the other two elements.” See id. This abbreviated summary gives short shrift to Professor Tidmarsh’s more provocative discussion of how to balance individual autonomy concerns and judicial redress goals. However, the endpoint of his argument matches this Article’s reframing of superiority.
some courts. Revising Rule 23(b)(3)'s language to focus on predominance and foregoing a separate manageability analysis checks outlier district courts that deny certification simply because such cases are time-consuming.

Take, for example, the judicial splits over whether choice of law questions preclude manageability, as discussed in Part I. Predominance determinations already overlap with choice of law questions. When the law governing the claims asserted is too diffuse, predominance will not be satisfied. Eliminating manageability avoids a second forum for duplicative, potentially conflicting analysis.

That said, using predominance to absorb superiority poses some issues. Courts differ on just how many common questions are necessary, as well as how to define class cohesion. However, in resolving these open questions, district courts have recent Supreme Court guidance—something missing in superiority. Further, appellate courts to date have weighed in on predominance more than superiority. This guidance restrains the range of possible predominance interpretations, unlike the ever-splintering superiority analyses. It also supports this Article’s proposal to eliminate the

267. At least eight circuits already have such a presumption. Fraser v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., No. 2:13-CV-00520-TLN-DAD, 2014 WL 7336673, at *8 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 24, 2014); see also MANUAL FOR COMPLEX LITIGATION, Part I § 1.43 n.72 (1977) ("[D]ismissal for management reasons, in view of the public interest involved in class actions, should be the exception rather than the rule.").

268. See, e.g., In re Gen. Motors Corp. Dex-Cool Prods. Liab. Litig., 241 F.R.D. 305, 314 (S.D. Ill. 2007) (recognizing the value of certifying an issue class but denying certification in part because of its "crowded docket").


270. See, e.g., Claire E. Bourque, Liability Only, Please—Hold the Damages: The Supreme Court’s New Order for Class Certification, 22 Geo. Mason L. Rev. 695, 708 (2015) (discussing the current confusion over how to define predominance).


272. See supra Part II.A (discussing the lack of judicial review for superiority).

273. See, e.g., In re Nexam Antitrust Litig., 777 F.3d 9, 18 (1st Cir. 2015); EQT Prod. Co. v. Adair, 764 F.3d 347, 366 (4th Cir. 2014); In re Johnson, 760 F.3d 66, 74 (D.C. Cir. 2014); Abdullah v. U.S. Sec. Assocs., Inc., 731 F.3d 952, 963–64 (9th Cir. 2013); Halvorson v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co., 718 F.3d 773, 778 (8th Cir. 2013); Messner v. Northshore Univ. HealthSystem, 669 F.3d 802, 814 (7th Cir. 2012); Williams v. Mohawk Indus., Inc., 568 F.3d 1350, 1357–59 (11th Cir. 2009); In re Hydrogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig., 552 F.3d 305, 310 (3d Cir. 2008); Gene & Gene LLC v. BioPay LLC, 541 F.3d 318, 326 (5th Cir. 2008); In re Scrap Metal Antitrust Litig., 527 F.3d 517, 535 (6th Cir. 2008); McLaughlin v. Am. Tobacco Co., 522 F.3d 215, 222 (2d Cir. 2008); Monreal v. Potter, 367 F.3d 1224, 1237 (10th Cir. 2004).
requirement and to remove a second round of questioning about individuals’ interests and manageability.

2. Remaining Inquiries and Procedural Alternatives

While predominance absorbs much of the superiority requirement, other procedural rules—including other parts of Rule 23—also abrogate the remaining superiority factors. To begin, the Judicial Multidistrict Litigation Proceeding (“MDL”) process makes the pending litigation and forum factors unnecessary. Two years after adding the superiority requirement, Congress created the MDL process, under which civil actions sharing common questions are coordinated and then transferred to a single judicial district for pretrial purposes. The MDL process only applies to federal cases. By expanding federal diversity jurisdiction in 2005, the Class Action Fairness Act effectively enlarged the reach of the MDL process. The MDL decision intersects with the “pending litigation” factor: it results in fewer pending cases and provides an analysis of consolidation. The superiority analysis can question that decision, inviting inconsistent MDL and trial court rulings.

Similarly, the MDL process addresses the appropriate forum. Trial courts undertake this second-guessing under superiority without sufficient guidance on how to evaluate pending litigation or the

278. See Anderson Living Tr. v. WPX Energy Prod., LLC, 306 F.R.D. 312, 406 n.56 (D.N.M. 2015) (stating “the court should respect [the MDL] decision and exclude the possibility of multidistrict litigation from its superiority analysis”); In re Energy Sys. Equip. Leasing Sec. Litig., 642 F. Supp. 718, 752 (E.D.N.Y. 1986) (“Factors such as those set forth in Rule 23(b)(3) have already been considered by the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation in determining whether to transfer the various pending federal cases involving the Systems to this Court . . . .”); In re S. Cent. States Bakery Prods. Antitrust Litig., 86 F.R.D. 407, 423 (M.D. La. 1980) (recognizing overlap between MDL decision and superiority).
forum. Though many courts apply principled approaches to these questions, some have adopted interpretations that spell the realistic end for a case. Collapsing the superiority analysis and the MDL process resolves these inconsistencies.

As for the remaining superiority question, alternative methods, Rule 23 currently addresses this. Rule 23(a)(4) requires a showing that "the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class." Some courts already use this requirement to analyze private methods of resolving a putative claim. For example, in In re Aqua Dots Products Liability Litigation, the trial court denied superiority for purchasers of a toxic toy. While the trial court found the defendant's limited recalls superior to litigation, the Seventh Circuit reversed. Chief Judge Easterbrook held private remedies were better addressed under Rule 23(a)(4) than under superiority.
Other private alternatives, such as arbitration, are now a basis for dismissal under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). Further, motions to stay capture overlapping pending government or administrative actions. Such stays require the actual existence of pending actions, unlike the superiority analysis by which courts deny certification based on little more than the hypothetical potential for such cases. After the resolution of such government or administrative action, the court can decide whether remaining issues, if any, predominate. If no such issues exist, a motion to dismiss can then be granted.

Hence, between the predominance requirement and the procedural rules above, superiority questions will still be addressed. Eliminating superiority just cures the problems posed by the requirement without foregoing judicial resolution of these superiority questions.

C. Strengthening Case Management

With the superiority factors absorbed elsewhere, only one more piece is needed to nix superiority: stronger case management tools. Class actions challenge courts and litigants alike. The manageability factor could provide the judiciary and the parties an opening to chart the litigation's course. However, the adversarial posture of manageability hinders planning efforts. Plaintiffs are incentivized to downplay the challenges of litigating a putative class action while defendants amplify such potentialities. For the generalist judge, this

293. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(3)(D) (directing courts to also make determinations on “the likely difficulties in managing a class action” when considering class certification).
means the factor invites faulty information about how potential procedural tools could streamline litigation.

Rather than tinkering to redefine manageability, a better course of action is to sharpen existing case management tools. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16 already requires a trial plan and empowers courts to generate “special procedures” for complex cases. The proposal, here, is to fortify such existing case management tools and require partial trial plans in advance of class certification. These plans must be detailed, addressing the utility and limits of case management tools, ranging from multi-phased trials to subclassing to bifurcation. They should also address staying or coordinating any pending parallel state cases. If the parties fail to reach consensus, the court can appoint a

294. FED. R. CIV. P. 16(a)(4). Courts should use their power to sanction those who fail to generate trial plans in bad faith. See Hon. Craig B. Shaffer, “Defensible” by What Standard?, 13 SEDONA CONF. J. 217, 227 (2012) (“An attorney or party that does not participate in good faith in developing and submitting a proposed discovery plan as required by Rule 26(f) can be required to pay the other party’s reasonable fees and costs caused by that failure. The same sanctions can be imposed on a party or attorney who is substantially unprepared to participate in the Rule 16(b) scheduling conference.” (footnote omitted)).

295. FED. R. CIV. P. 16(c)(2)(B) (authorizing judges to adopt “special procedures for managing potentially difficult or protracted actions that may involve complex issues, multiple parties, difficult legal questions, or unusual proof problems”).

296. See, e.g., Wachtel ex rel. Jesse v. Guardian Life Ins. Co., 453 F.3d 179, 186 n.7 (3d Cir. 2006) (“We note that . . . the pre-certification . . . trial plans . . . could be used . . . by the parties [to] aid[ ] trial courts in defining the precise parameters of a given class for certification purposes.”). The remainder of the topics covered in a Rule 16 trial plan would still be submitted pretrial.

297. See, e.g., In re Live Concert Antitrust Litig., 247 F.R.D. 98, 149 (C.D. Cal. 2007) (discussing potential case management tools available in class actions). Ascertaintainability would not be part of this joint trial plan. Numerosity, notice requirements, and Rule 23’s requirement that a certification order “define the class and class claims, issues, or defenses” negate the need for a separate ascertainability inquiry. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(c)(1)(B). Numerosity already ensures there is a clear definition of the class. See, e.g., Hayes v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 725 F.3d 349, 357 (3d Cir. 2013) (illustrating the intersection between ascertainability and numerosity); Knutson v. Schwan’s Home Serv., Inc., No. 3:12-CV-0964-GPC-DHB, 2013 WL 3746118, at *1 (S.D. Cal. July 15, 2013) (same) Unlike superiority, the requirements for class notice are well-defined. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(c)(2)(B); FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e).

298. See Carlough v. Amchem Prods., Inc., 10 F.3d 189, 203 (3d Cir. 1993) (discussing how impending settlements in federal actions justify staying duplicative state actions); Manning v. Waring, Cox, James, Sklar & Allen, 849 F.2d 222, 223 (6th Cir. 1988) (staying pending resolution of parallel state case informally); see also PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION § 1.02 (2010) (promoting judicial communication to resolve manageability issues in parallel state and federal class actions); cf. William W. Schwarzer et al., Judicial Federalism in Action: Coordination of Litigation in State and Federal Courts, 78 VA. L. REV. 1689, 1732–33 (1992) (stating “inter-system coordination has proven effective in accomplishing the[ ] goals” of promoting economy, efficiency and consistency).
special master to assist.\textsuperscript{299} Further, if unanticipated issues arise during the litigation, such plans should be revised accordingly.

Parties already have the information necessary for such planning.\textsuperscript{300} Class action attorneys—both for plaintiffs and defendants—often have significant expertise and understanding of the frequently encountered issues in such cases.\textsuperscript{301} In fact, these attorneys already use this knowledge to generate joint pre-trial case management and discovery plans.\textsuperscript{302} Using this expertise to overcome the challenges of managing a class action expands current collaboration, with the hope of increasing the efficacy and the quality of judicial decisions.\textsuperscript{303} Shared trial manageability strategies could generate a body of creative solutions to guide the judiciary through class action challenges.

A critic might oppose this proposal, arguing instead for a more limited approach, such as a presumption of manageability or making the manageability test less rigorous for small-stake cases. The problem would remain, however, that such approaches would once again devolve into arbitrary line-drawing—this time not for what is manageability but for when the presumption is rebutted. Is it unmanageable if a case would take years to adjudicate? If so, how many years is too many? Similarly, is it unmanageable because the case involves the laws of multiple states? If so, how many states is too many? Courts have already tried to identify the tolerable quantum of manageability for class action certification. Just how polarized courts are in defining that


\textsuperscript{303} These decisions should be published and kept in a repository for use in subsequent cases. Such a repository already exists for mass torts. See, e.g., LITIGATING MASS TORT CASES § 10:32.
baseline shows why even a presumption or a sliding scale of rigor is unworkable.

Thus, eliminating manageability and instead fortifying case management tools ensures courts will not screen cases based on generalized class action hostility. With this last piece of the revised (b)(3) analysis explained, the next step is to debunk the false need for more class action gatekeeping.

D. Answering Critics: The Questionable Superiority Screen

The most likely criticism of this proposal is that it might make class certification easier. Such criticism overlooks the challenges of proving predominance. Further, as previously discussed, other procedural mechanisms will still explore superiority questions. What the proposal does is clarify the certification analysis while minimizing the redundant, inconsistent analyses superiority currently affords.

More critically, though, the arguments of those who would bemoan the loss of superiority's screening potential rest on faulty premises. First, this potential concern assumes superiority actually is a serviceable screen. However, the problems detailed at length in Parts I and II prove the requirement lacks sufficient beacons to guide when access to justice should give way to efficiency. For a screen to proper function, it must first be applied consistently.

Second, and perhaps most disconcerting, is the underlying assumption that more class action screening is needed. This Article focuses more on generalized screening arguments.

304. See Muehler v. Land O'Lakes, Inc., 617 F. Supp. 1370, 1375–76 (D. Minn. 1985) ("We have now seen that many judges openly and on the record have suspicion and disdain for class actions as a means of redress... Such actions have already gone a long way toward sounding the 'death knell' for class actions.").

305. Critics argue class actions force blackmail settlements, though the hyperbolic nature of the attack has already been exorcised. See Allan Kanner & Tibor Nagy, Exploding the Blackmail Myth: A New Perspective on Class Action Settlements, 57 BAYLOR L. REV. 681, 693–96, 704 (2006) (demonstrating that "actual settlement rates among certified class actions as well as the availability of dispositive motions both undermine the accuracy of the hydraulic pressure claim"). Thus, this Article focuses more on generalized screening arguments.

306. See supra Part II.B.1 (detailing the convoluted state of superiority screening).

307. See supra Part II.B.2 (listing varying efficiency interpretations).


309. The rationale for more screening through superiority also overlooks how such screening is not the cost-saving panacea those seeking judicial efficiency might hope for. See Robert G. Done & David S. Evans, Class Certification and the Substantive Merits, 61 DUKE L.J. 1261, 1280 (2002)
assumption overlooks the last three decades of increased screening in many key areas of law commonly brought as class actions.310 Such changes began in the 1980s with the overhaul of Rule 11, followed by increased summary judgment requirements in 1985.311 In the 1990s, heightened screening came in different forms, such as the Private Securities Litigation Act.312 Since 2000, the screening mantra led to more radical procedural changes, both legislatively with CAFA and through a series of Supreme Court decisions.313 These decisions now shut out a wide swath of class actions by forcing such claims into private arbitration.314 For those that remain, such cases are screened through heightened pleading315 and class certification requirements.316 The cumulative impact of these procedural screens has not yet been fully felt, though empirical evidence and qualitative analyses suggest the effects are significant.317 There is no evidence further screening is needed.

310. See Bartholomew, supra note 5, at 3244 ("Procedural gatekeeping in class actions is on the rise."); Sheldon Whitehouse, Restoring the Civil Jury's Role in the Structure of Our Government, 55 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1241, 1261 (2014) ("[Justice] Roberts'[s] Court decisions have also restricted access to class action litigation.").


317. See Miller, supra note 1, at 318 (2013) (discussing how restrictive interpretations of Rule 23 have "chilled much of its innovative application").
Third, even assuming class actions need more screening,\textsuperscript{318} superiority is not the appropriate mechanism.\textsuperscript{319} As discussed at length in Part II.B, screening under superiority depends on the interpretation a particular judge adopts.\textsuperscript{320} Screening mechanisms that employ such value judgments lack accuracy. One need only consider the recent change to pleading standards to prove this point.\textsuperscript{321} Under \textit{Twiqbal}, the Supreme Court heightened the pleading requirement to filter potentially unmeritorious claims.\textsuperscript{322} If this were an effective screen, one would have expected a corresponding drop of summary judgment motions after \textit{Twiqbal}: if more cases were screened out on motions to dismiss, fewer questionable cases would need to be screened under Rule
Instead, there was no reduction in summary judgments. Rather, the new standard has created grave concerns about false-positives, striking out cases not based on their potential merit but rather on a given judge's definition of plausibility.

In contrast, merit-based determinations evaluate whether the evidence supports the substantive claim, unlike procedural mechanisms which focus on unevenly defined questions of efficiency. Merit-based determinations allow judges to evaluate whether a particular claim is frivolous based on more than conjecture about what the evidence might someday prove. This in turn offsets the risk of chilling potentially legitimate claims.

Thus, even after nullifying superiority, class actions will still be sufficiently screened. Not every putative class will automatically be certified. Courts will continue to preclude many claims, just through other procedural rules or based on merit determinations. These determinations, though, provide a type of gatekeeping that comes closer to balancing access and fairness than superiority: plaintiffs have the potential to air their grievances, and defendants have the benefit of class-wide issue preclusion should the claims prove meritless. Hence, this Article's proposal to eliminate the superiority requirement is both workable and defensible.

CONCLUSION

The superiority experiment has failed. After fifty years, the judiciary is no closer to deciding when a putative class action is sufficiently superior to certify under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure.

323. See Jonah B. Gelbach, Material Facts in the Dispute over Twombly and Iqbal: Using Defense Summary Judgment Win Rates to Measure the Quality of Cases Affected by Heightened Pleading (CELS Version, Nov. 2012) (undertaking an empirical examination of the extent to which Twombly has affected the merit of cases that proceed past the 12(b)(6) stage).

324. See id. at 9–10.


327. See Antonio Gidi, Loneliness in the Crowd: Why Nobody Wants Opt Out Class Members to Assert Offensive Issue Preclusion Against Class Defendants, 66 SMU L. REV. 1, 11–12 (2013); Dacia J. Gro3a, Mandatory Notice and Defendant Class Actions: Resolving the Paradox of Identity Between Plaintiffs and Defendants, 40 EMORY L.J. 611, 616 (1991) (discussing the benefits of certification).
23(b)(3). Instead, jurisprudence is plagued with inconsistent interpretations. The full scale of the problem is only evident after uncovering how deep these divides run. Each aspect of the superiority analysis draws more inconsistency, thus threatening not only the rule of law, but also the ability of parties to predict and plan litigation strategies. For putative class members, the risks are more pernicious: inconsistent superiority decisions mean certification depends on the assigned judge rather than the particularities of a given case. It is difficult to reconcile such inconsistency with basic principles of fairness, let alone the predictability aims of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure more generally.

Left untreated, the superiority requirement's afflictions will likely fester. Superiority's interpretative divides are a result of deeply embedded problems with the crafting of the requirement. Not only does it lack concrete textual guidance, its underlying, conflicting policy goals allow courts to define superiority as they please.

Hence, the best treatment for this ailment is eliminating the requirement and fortifying case management tools. Superiority is an inferior method for exploring the variety of issues that arise in a class certification analysis. In place of forcing legal questions into this faulty framework, courts can instead rely on alternative procedural rules, as well as other aspects of Rule 23, to resolve these issues. This approach maintains the rigor of the class certification analysis while starving the growth of further paradoxical superiority jurisprudence. In doing so, the botched superiority experiment can finally end.